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Disclaimer
Many of the climbs in this book have had few ascents.

Rockclimbing is hazardous. The author accepts no responsibility for
any inaccurate or incomplete information, nor for any controversial
grading of climbs or dependance on fixed protection, some of which
may be unreliable. This guide also assumes that users have a high
level of ability, have received training from a skilled rockclimbing
instructor, will use appropriate equipment properly and have care for
personal safety. Also it should be obvious that large amounts of this
publication are my opinion.
        That said, if you even think of sueing me you are an excrescence.

Sources
1992 Mt Stuart Guide by Scott Johnson
1994 Mt Stuart Guide by Mark Gommers
Rock Update Guide, Issue 38 1999
The Original Queensland Climbing Reference - Lee’s

Website (http://www.geocities.com/Yosemite/9586/)

I’ve put lots of effort into making this guide as good as I could. If you
have any new routes, further information, constructive criticism or
want to buy a copy of this guide, email me at design@dugfish.com

(c) Douglas Hockly 1999. No part of this publication may be
reproduced without the written permission of the author.

Erratum: somehow Andrew Doubleday’s name has been variously
misspelled throughout.. I have no idea how this happened.
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Introduction
Townsville is a great place to live as a climber. There’s lots of

rock, routes from single pitch to over 100m, easy access and of course
rediculous amounts of sunshine - 81/2 hours a day on average. Plenty
of people come to see the reef, as a winter destination the climbing
up here deserves more attention. When to climb? Winter is gorgeous,
summer is hell - take your pick. The best months are roughly April to
September. Also, most rain falls between January and March. Locals
do climb all year round, though I have heard stories of scorched tips.
Shade is a major consideration. You would want to climb in the sun
only on the mildest of winter days, unless you are well acclimated to
the tropics. Fortunately most crags give solid afternoon shade.
Townsville is in a rain shadow relative to the rest of the north, giving
quite low humidity for about half of the year. Nearly all the rock is
granite, but it’s quite varied - only Magnetic Island fits the normal
granite mould of rounded grey boulders.

There are many different sorts of bolts on the routes
described. Aquaint yourself with the various types of bolts and treat
them accordingly. Bolts with fixed hangers can be of any sort. Carrots
are machine bolts which were, in the past, ground to a taper and
hammered into tapering hand drilled holes. These bolts tend to be
OK in under-vertical rock but may fail under a direct pull out. In
more modern times holes for carrots have been machine drilled, and
the bolts hammered unground into cylindrical holes. These are much
better, but are still capable of failing under a direct outward force.
Correctly placed, carrots can be remarkably strong - the thing to
remember is pull down on ‘em, not out on ‘em. I have tried to tell
you in the descriptions when carrots are used. Other things which
can reduce the strength of carrots is being fully threaded or
overhammered. Overhammered carrots have a bulge between the
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head and the rock which may make it hard to get the hanger on.
Fully threaded bolts have thread visible right up to the head. Next
come expansion bolts. They’re the ones with a nut on a threaded rod,
which may or may not have a sleeve on it. These are generally better
for outward force but may be actually worse than carrots for shear
(downward force). This depends on the bolt - some are designed for
climbing and meet certain standards, some are not. These usually
have fixed hangers but there are a few without, I’m not sure how safe
this is. Finally there are glued-in bolts, which may be carrots or rings.
These are the strong (shear and pull out) and long lasting - when
properly placed. Some of the older hammer-in carrots have glue
coming out of the hole - these are not glue-in bolts. To tell a glue-in
carrot from a hammer in, the hole for the glue-in is larger than the
bolt. The bolt is held in by glue, not the walls of the hole. In loose-
rock areas glue-in bolts are better than expansion bolts. Check for
cracks radiating from bolt holes. The bottom line is that the strength
of a bolt is dependant on the design of the bolt, the quality of the
rock it’s in and the knowledge and skill of the person placing it. Make
sure you know what you’re doing if you are placing bolts. People’s
lives will depend on it!

Another thing to be careful of: modern narrow profile
carabiners may allow the removable hanger enough clearance to come
off some carrots. Check the biners you are using! Also, Friend sizes
have changed - Friends are now slightly larger than they were for the
size, and so a new size may not fit where an old one did. All the sizes
in this book are old sizes.

Local ethics are consistent with most of the rest of Australia.
Don’t place bolts where they are clippable from established routes or
on established routes (retrobolting). Don’t chip holds or place bolts
where natural gear will do. Don’t do routes that are projects of others.
If you don’t know if a bolted route has been climbed then check first
- most projects aren’t tagged up here. Bolting is a lot of hard work,
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and surprisingly expensive. Respect this investment; stealing routes
only stunts people’s desire to do new lines. Natural lines and boulder
problems cannot be claimed as projects. Always use stainless fixed
gear. Think about the aesthetic imact of bolting - consider painting
bolts or hangers, using glue-in carrots instead of FH’s, and ringbolts
instead of chains. Employ a minimum of cleaning on new routes and
don’t cut down trees to make routes possible - there are stacks of new
routes to be done without defoliating the mountain. Please don’t
initial new routes, it’s ugly and unnecessary with a decent guidebook
(oops, shouldn’t have said that, should I). Grades are original
Ewbank, that is the grade should reflect how hard it is to physically
climb the route, the text will tell you if it’s loose, runout or intimidat-
ing. Grades on routes I’ve done are ultimately my opinion. Bold or
runout routes are those on which long but clean falls are possible.
Serious routes are those off which falls are likely to cause injury. I
think that serious routes on poor rock are stupid. I’ve used split
grades a fair bit: this is not to say the route lies exactly between the
two grades (as if grades are that accurate!) but that it is somewhere in
that range. Generally you’ll get by on a rack of Friends to #3, wires
(double set handy), RP’s (mostly at Stuart), and about 5 bolt brack-
ets. The odd hex goes in well too. Routes are recorded L to R,
directions are always given facing into the cliff unless otherwise
stated. Tracks may disappear, especially after the wet. Stars are relative
to each area. For visitors I’d recommend climbing mostly at Stuart,
though a Castle Hill multipitch, Swinging in a Sunday Sea Breeze (at
Kissing Point) and the harder routes at Maggie should also be on the
list. Should the unthinkable happen, and it rains, the Rockface is a
good indoor alternative and the best place to meet potential partners.
 Abbreviations:   BR - bolt runner

FH - fixed hanger
BB - bolt belay
DBB - double bolt belay
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L - left
R - right
LH - left hand
RH - right hand
S - sport route (draws only, may require brackets)
S! - sport route, natural belay
 i - initialled (initial or details in brackets)
m - metres
TR - top roped
FFA - first free ascent

Access Issues
Access to the major crags, Mt Stuart and Castle Hill, is

complicated and tenuous. Stuart has been closed in the wake of each
serious accident - please try not to have one! Stuart was shut in early
’98 after an Army man was seriously injured. He was scrambling up
(from an abseil) alone near the Pinnacle track in the wet. Subse-
quently council have required climbers to get a permit for both Mt
Stuart and Castle Hill. Permits are free and available from Parks and
Services, on Wellington St Mundingburra, next to Kokoda Pool,.
Make sure to get a permit before climbing at these areas. The
permits waive council of legal responsibility. If people are found to be
climbing without permits climbing may be permenantly closed in
these areas. Also, if these crags are shut in the future the number of
permit holders may be the only leverage to get them reopened. Mt
Stuart is mostly on Army land. The council / Army border cuts right
across The Playground. Climbers are covered by an arrangement
under which they can access the cliffs for recreational purposes, but
not the surrounding area. So don’t go wandering around or you
might get shot.

Some of the climbs at Castle Hill are directly over the
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walking track, especially Transmogrifier and Saint and Sinner, climb
above the walking track - TAKE EXTREME CARE on these routes
not to  knock anything onto walkers below. If you are belaying, watch
the track and get your leader to pause as people walk below. I can’t
stress this too much - someone could be seriously injured or killed,
and of course the climbing would be shut down.

Mount Stuart
Mt Stuart is North Queensland’s premier crag, a very

aesthetic place and the major reason for a climbing trip North. It’s
about the size of Frog, but with multipitch routes to 90 metres. It’s
granite, but like no other I’ve seen - for a start it’s got holds. (It’s
actually granodiorite.) The climbing’s roughly a cross between Frog
and the Blue Mountains in style and friction, verticlish faces on a
mixture of bolts and natural gear. At first the flakes can seem improb-
ably thin, but they are often surprisingly solid. Due to it’s position
most of the routes feel quite exposed. Some visitors find the gear
placements disconcerting, like any area Stuart can take a bit of getting
used to. Difficult as it is to believe when you’re sweltering on the
plain below, you can get cold (it’s 584m), especially if there is a
breeze. Take something warmer than T-shirt and shorts, particularly
in winter. If you got rained on on a multipitch and there was a cool
wind blowing you could actually get seriously cold. Make sure you’re
proficient with self-rescue techniques before doing multipitch routes -
you can walk out past Butterfly Wall and up the Acacia Wall chasm (a
scramble), or up the Pinnacle Track (easier but take care). The walls
mostly go into the shade about 12:30 - 1:00, remember it gets dark
quickly in the tropics. Mobile phones work well at Stuart.

Take particular care of orchids or staghorn ferns, and
driving up and down the mountain, especially at dusk, for the pretty
wallabies that often come to graze on the roadside. Take water and
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carry all your rubbish out. No camping is allowed on top of Mt
Stuart, the nearest caravan park is Sun City at 119 Bowen Rd
Rosslea.

To get to Mt Stuart head out of town towards Charters
Towers and take a signposted R soon after the 100 kph sign. Park at
the short R to the TV towers without obstructing the gate. Park at
the top lookout if it’s full. Walk around the RHS of the fence and
follow the track down R to the clifftop. The first area you come to is
The Playground, you can walk down either side.
History

Scott Johnson’s guide gave a detailed geological history of
the area, most of which is of interest only to other geologists, the
highlight being intrusion by dyke-swarms in the middle Permian. I
imagine it would have been quite a sight. Climbing is rumoured to
have begun in the 70’s, a few rusty bolts and pitons attest to this. In
the early 80’s Army and RAAF climbers did some routes on the
Playground, the first being Cannonball which is a pretty impressive
first route. ’84 saw the breakthroughs of Marellas Crack and Pleasure
Unit, the first routes on the Pinnacle and Main Faces respectively.
Dave Hall and Owen Richmond put together the first guidebook in
’84, and Mike Pezet updated it in ’86. In the late 80’s the Uni
Rockclimbing Club became very active, particularly Matthew Swait,
Allan McGill, and Scott Johnson. Bolting started in ’91. Scott’s is an
exceptional story - he virtually taught himself to climb in Townsville,
and in a few years put up new routes to grade 25. Scott put out two
more guides in ‘91 and ’92. Mark Gommers arrived on the scene late
1990. There was a fair bit of rivalry and route-stealing in the early
and mid 90’s, and some genuine animosity. Mark has been a driving
force at the mountain, opening up major new walls and putting out a
guide in ’94. He was also instrumental in getting the cliff reopened in
1998. His routes tend to be worthwhile and well equipped. Local
climber Andrew Doubleday put up the hardest routes in the Play-
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ground, and Anthony Timms seconded a lot of new routes. There
have never been many women climbers, Suzanne Dyer followed Scott
Johnson on many new routes, more recently Ellen Kemp and Ingrid
Ward have been leading up at the mountain, and Philippa Newton
has done a lot, especially at the minor crags, with Lee Skidmore. Lee
has done a fair few routes in recent years of widely varying quality,
which are characteristically runout. In the last few years Joe Kippax’s
visionary multipitch routes have opened up the main face of Castle
Hill, Scott Bewley has picked a few plums at various crags, Nathan
Bolton has added several good routes and I’ve put up a few. There are
several hard lines yet to be done on The Playground, and plenty of
potential over the rest of the cliff for good single and multi pitch
routes. There were 84 routes in the ’92 guide, 136 in the ’94 guide
and over 260 in this one, and six more areas.
 We Love Our Girlfriends 13 10m

A worthy first route. Fired by ardour, these young men left
their car at the first trace of stone on the drive up and left this
monument to passion, eschewing all safety equipment. Prove your
love, repeat this route.
 Andrew Doubleday, Nathan Bolton (onsight solo) 97
The Playground

The Playground is exactly that - three minutes from the car
with a high density of great routes all at a convenient height. It sees
the most action of any Townsville crag, and takes up one third of this
guide. Make sure to do some of the longer routes on the rest of the
crag, if they’re in your capability, or you’ll be missing out on some of
the best Stuart has to offer. There’s a prominent boulder on top, with
a slabby problem and a serious steep one up the flakeline, this one
done by Tim Rogers and not yet repeated to my knowledge. You can
walk down at either end and there’s rings above Too Much Fun.
There is an exposed traverse in the middle of the crag, under Yankee
Logic, which dogs and non climbers (no comparison intended of
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course) may well find difficult. Apparent from the top is a line down
to the top of the Pinnacle. This giant flying fox is the ‘Sky Seil’, run
commercially by Mark Gommers, and by the Army as part of their
adventure training. There are BB’s above Cannonball and Yankee
Logic. The LHS of the Playground is known as Windy Corner, which
gets shade a little earlier but can get cold. There are a few BB’s here
which service the routes from Twister to Simple Pleasures.
 ** Rude Awakening 23 9m

Rude indeed. The small corner off the ledge, with two
carrots you’ll be grateful for. A longer crux than most - about 9m.
Scott Johnson 3/91
 * Twister 21 6m i

An interesting crack, surprisingly hard. Scoot off L at the
ledge or finish up...
Scott Johnson 9/90
 ** Twister and Beyond 23 13m

Count the number of attempts it takes you to get off the
ledge... less than five is doing well! Two carrots to up and R to WitG’s
last FH.
 Matthew Swait, Scott Johnson 4/91
 *** Wimps in the Gym 20 16m

Start in the corner, L before the roof to the bolt on the arete.
Up past two more and L to the third. Very nice. Scott Johnson,
Matthew Swait 4/98
 Tunnel Vision 22 7m

A thin direct start to WitG or the next two routes. Place a
high side runner in T and start on holds just to it’s right. It used to go
straight up but some holds have broken, so it now goes up and R to
the arete underneath the carrot. A little contrived. Andrew
Doublebum 11/94
 *** A Separate Reality 23 16m

Up WitG to it’s second bolt, take the crack through the
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roof. This bit is contrived, but has great moves. A small bat some-
times sleeps here. Stick with the crack all the way to the top. A small
friend could be handy. The top section makes an excellent finish on
it’s own at about 21. Scott Johnson 4/91
 *** Fist Full of Ants 20 17m i

Up WitG to it’s third bolt and diagonally R on immaculate
rock to finish past another carrot. One of the bolts came out by hand
and had to be replaced.    Allan McGill, Tim Rogers (TR) FFA Allan
McGill, Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 4/91
 ** He Who Snoozes Loses 23 17m

Start as for FFoA, up to the roof and R, up the face above
past two carrots - clipping the second is airy and pumpy - to finish
past FFoA’s last bolt. Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 9/91
 ** Two Hands are Better Than One 23 17m S

Start at FFoA and move R to arete and carrot. Find a way
through the two small roofs (2 BR’s) and up fingery flakes on the R
of the arete past 3 carrots. Scott Johnson, Matthew Swait 3/91
 * Eye of the Tiger 17 17m i(E)

Look up at the roof and you’ll see why. An old fashioned
grunty thing, reminiscent of routes of similar grades at Frog. Up the
line to the recess near the top, traverse R to the “eye” hold and up.
The direct finish has been done at about 20. Owen Richmond 10/83
 *** Simple Pleasures 19 16m i

I love this climb. Varied moves on generous holds and great
natural gear. Save a #3 cam for the top. If you don’t fancy the slot (it’s
not too bad) finish up the face of the RH boulder.
 Scott Johnson 2/91
 ** Simple Pleasures Variant Start 19 18m

Pleasant face climbing. Start 4m R of SP, below a FH and L
of a thin seam. Arc L past three bolts to join the original.
 Mark Gommers, Michael Dielenberg 4/93
 * IYFG 25 16m S!   i
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A good effort by Andrew and Anthony. Start as for SP Variant but
clip the RH third bolt with a long draw. You can get a small friend
under the roof if you’re worried clipping the 4th. A stern crank on a
grisly slope will give you that lovely closed flake to finish.
 Andrew Doubleday, Anthony Timms (TR then led) 9/96
 *** Shadow of a Doubt 22 18m

Quality face climbing with a thin, traversing crux. A well
conceived line. Up to IYFG’s third bolt, traverse R and up seam to
Friend break. Keep moving R and up the classic face to finish. A
small Friend or small wire can be nice for the topout. Mark Gommers
5/93
 *** Tit for Tat 24 16m i

As good as it looks. Or better. Up the thin seam, R to the
Friends, back L and up past a #1 RP to finish. First led with a broken
finger, maybe the fact that he was swiping it as revenge for Joy Boy
was incentive.
 Scott Johnson, Matthew Swait 5/91(redpoint - since repeated
onsight)
 *** Salt in the Wound 24 20m i

Steep and technical on great rock. Start at small corner, up
and R to gear, climb L of the FH’s to join SoaD at the Friend break.
At the ledge step L and up the steep jamb crack. Nathan Bolton,
Andrew Doublebubble 6/98
 * Unidentified Flying Organisms 19 15m i (faded)

Interesting face climbing, take RP’s and care of a little
blocky hold in the middle which is waiting to rip out on someone.
Up the arete R of SitW starting off the ledge on the R. Swing L
around the arete to finish up the top half of SoaD. Scott Johnson,
Suzanne Dyer 5/91
 Post-Larval Mutants 22 18m

A good top section. Start up the diagonal crack R of the
corner, take this to the ledge, step R and crank up the thin finger
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crack to a demanding finish. Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 5/91
 Lemon Seeds 22 18m i

Two hard moves. Up the face past a carrot to the corner,
layback to the roof and traverse L to double bolts and the crux. The
direct start up the hanging arete with one carrot is an open project
which will be about 27.
Allan McGill, Scott Johnson 6/91
 * The Greenhouse Effect 18 22m

As for LS, exiting R at the roof then through the greenery to
the top - actually quite OK. Has seen some serious falls despite good
gear.
Scott Johnson, Anthony Timms, Matthew Swait 4/91
 Emission Control 22 22m

A toprope problem up the face and arete R of TGE.
Mark Gommers, Raymond Stuart 3/94
 Next Time Right Snapperhead 16 20m

I’ve never seen anyone do this one. 6m R of TGE. Follow
the obvious crack leaning L to ledge. Traverse 2m L up crack to
another ledge. Exit large crack above. May be very hard for the grade?
Shane Moy, Andre Obradovic 12/92
 ** Big Orange Mintie Farm 23 20m

A mega pump. 10m R of TGE, at the base of a boulder
choked chimney. Straight up to rooflet and bolt (take care and RP’s),
straight up past another carrot and cruxy bulge to intersect the
diagonal crack where it goes vertical. Up the balancy crack.
Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 7/91
 ** Too Much Fun 22 23m

The traverse surely is! Thoroughly good. Start as for BOMF
but clip the bolt R of BOMF’s first bolt. Keep trending R to more
carrots and natural gear, traverse L above a bulge to the flake near the
top. There’s a little finish past a bolt on the wall to the R but the
climb naturally ends at the ledge with rings, and the finish is taken up
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by the next route.
Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 9/91
The next three routes start from the big ledge R and up the boulder
choked gully from the start of TMF. You can also access this ledge by
the rings on top of TMF or from the other end, where Slippery
When Wet starts.
 * Autoerotic Fatalities 24/25 15m S!

When too much fun really is too much. A bouldery start at
the R of the black streak to good holds, L past the 2nd and R after
the third into the luminous lichen, a sequential crux L past the 4th
and 5th to finish up the face R of TMF’s last bolt, which you can clip
if you want. You can also do this route as a variant finish to TMF,
joining it at AF’s 2nd bolt. Me 98
 * Yesterday’s Gone 22 14m

Thin fun with a hairy mantle above the crux and a protrud-
ing carrot. Start at the flake and pocket R of the bush. Up and L and
up and L, mantle and somehow finish the corner past small friends
and small wires.
 Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 9/91
 The Future’s Mine 22 14m

As for YG but go R instead of L after the third carrot.
 Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 9/91

The next three routes are on “Grand Central”, which is the
section of cliff below the last three routes. The main walking track
goes right by it.
 * Happy Wanderer 11 17m

One of the better low grade routes. Starts at the nice crack
in the middle of  Grand Central. Up it and L to FH, L around the
arete and wander up the slab (runout), heading for a small gap at the
top.
 Mark Gommers, Raymond Stuart 3/94
 Happy Wanderer LHV 10 15m
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Start 3m L of HW and join it at the ledge.
 Mark Gommers, Raymond Stuart 3/94
 * Cliffhanger 19 17m

Up HW to the FH then R out the steep stuff (Friend). Up
past another FH and a welcome wire.
 Mark Gommers, Anthony Timms 3/94
 ** Cardiovascular Overload 21 8m S!

Unlikely on a route this long. Neat. It’s the short face with 3
FH’s uphill in the gully, L of the chimney. Starts up the little corner.
The first bolt on YG is handy as part of the belay, you’ll need a
hanger. Possibly Peter Kingsbury’s last route on the mountain.
 Dan Ellis, Peter Kingsbury 95
 * Slippery When Wet 21 19m

First led in the rain! Runout and solid for the grade. Start
up the black face R of the short chimney (which leads up to The
Future’s Mine) Three carrots and some small wires in the flake at the
top.
 Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 5/91
 * Stuttering Ego 22 19m

Insecure climbing up the nice looking arete R of SWW.
Starts up Holiday Variant Start. It will be bolted and led soon - 3
bolts, clip the first leaning across from Holiday, reverse and up the
face and through the tiny roof.
 Steve Baskerville, Jason Shaw (TR) 9/99
 Pathetic Journey 14 19m

I bet it’s well named. Start up the deep black corner, L to
the top of the pillar, up into the V and take the wide LH line.
 T Moore 8/85
 * Holiday 13 19m

Fun, with a surprise in the middle. As for PJ to the V then
take the RH corner. Layback off the ledge or a balancy move up the
arete then back L into the line.
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 Mick Pezet, Rob Smythe 11/85
 Holiday Variant Start

The way to go. The shallow corner up the L side of the
pedestal. Loose and poorly protected but easy.
 Glen Myors, Mark Boston 6/92
 Big Pink Custard Pig Farm 19 19m

An exciting lead. Start as for H but go straight up the line to
the chock stones, step L onto the arete and take it to the top.
 Matthew Swait, Scott Johnson 3/91
 Gutz Ache 15 19m

Looks gruesome. As for BPCPF but up the butt-ugly
offwidth.
 Dave Hall, Owen Richmond 2/82
 Suspicion 20 20m

Contrived but nice climbing on a hanging slab. Up GA to a
FH on the R. Step R and up the face without using the crack on the
L.
 Mark Gommers, John Blake 12/92
 Suspicion VF 20 25m

As for S but keep traversing R to the thin crack and up it.
  Mark Gommers, John Blake 12/92

Andrew Doubleday has TR’d the arete R of Gutz Ache at a
steep and interesting 25. The two bolted lines R are projects of mine
which will be about 29. Anthony Timms has a project which starts
up the R of these two and climbs the R arete.
 * Avalon 25 22m i (E,A)

A great climb with a rare roof, starts around the corner.
Initially half climbed by the route Excalibur, which climbed the roof
on aid and finished up P&S. Up the crackline past a 31/2 Friend and
a powerful move at the lip then slightly L to a FH on the bulge.

Andrew Doubleday getting that horrible little slope on a repeat of his own
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IYFG (25), The Playground, Mt Stuart.
 Climb R of this to an excellent runout finish, yet to be reestablished
after a major hold broke off.
  Rob Smyth, Paul Hayford 10/86 (Aided) FFA Andrew Doubleday,
Anthony Timms 9/96

The next 5 routes are a tangle of starts and finishes. The best
options are the starting up P&S (dangerous) and finishing on
BGMRTF - the RHS of the arete all the way; and PB Var - the LHS
of the arete with a small deviation.
* Peeni and Suranius 21 23m i

4 m R of  A. The first 5m was originally known as First
Blood (Rob Smythe 10/86) and graded 15 - a nasty bag, it’s about 19
and has no worthwhile pro for the first few metres. Two people were
injured by groundfalls onto a sharp stump, which was subsequently
‘comfortised’. P&S does this start then goes L and up the crack, over
a bulge past a bolt to a ledge. Exit up the small wall L and up the
ramp, or try the flake with a bolt on the R if you feel like a challenge.
You can also belay on the ledge.
 Allan McGill, Matthew Swait 11/89
 * Big Green Maggot Ridden Tripe Farm 20 23m

Good climbing, watch the rope drag or use two. Starts
around the arete from P&S at an overhanging crack. Up this and L
around the arete, up past 2 carrots to the ledge, finish up the surpris-
ingly tough flake L of the bolt.
 Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 9/91
 * Psychobabble 19 23m

This is one of those 19’s... probably quite a nice offwidth if
you’re into that sort of thing. Start up BGMRTF, swarm up the
overhanging offwidth and onwards.
 Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 9/91

Nathan Bolton onsighting Rock Sex Direct Start (20) with his eyes shut,
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The Fortress, Mt Stuart.
 * Psychobabble Variant 21 23m

The face climbing escape route. Easier than the original.
Climb PB to 1/2 way up the offwidth (where things get ugly), make
two moves L along the thin horizontal and up. Finish up the flake L
of the bolt.
  Me, Ingrid Ward 99 - if not others before.
 Mr Dobbie and His Three Ring Circus 19 23m

Yet another variant. Up P to the base of the o/w. Traverse L
around the arete and climb the face L of BGMRTF.
 Andre Obradovic 6/92
 * Can’t Get That Edge 25 23m
The name comes from early footage of the route, which is the
funniest climbing video I’ve ever seen. The hard looking arete above P
with 4 FH and another on the continuation above. Starts 1.56m R of
P, off the block.
 Andrew Doubledouble (TR) 98 Nathan Bolton, Kris Bourke 8/99
 Marjorie 18 21m
 “This is a climb you wouldn’t wish upon your worst enemy” -
Gommers guide. The wide crack in the corner.
 Dave Hall, Owen Richmond 2/82

The next two routes feature loose flakes and long runouts
above a ledge. They were certainly bold leads for the day but I think
they’re a dumb way to break your legs and don’t recommend leading
them. They are quite nice to toprope.
 * Only the Best Boys 21 21m

Up the corner to the ledge, the face just R of the corner past
three carrots.
 Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 7/91
** Joy Boy 21/22 21m

As for OtBBto the ledge then straight up the middle of the
face. L after the last bolt to a hairy mantel ( RP’s/wires possible at the
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sloping ledge).
 Allan McGill, Matthew Swait (knotted rope) 12/89 Mark Gommers,
Scott Fry 4/91
 * The Better the Boy the More the Joy 21 21m

As for JB to the first bolt then R, climbing the face just L of
the arete past four more carrots to a good finish.  Matthew Swait,
Scott Johnson 7/91
* Bathos Bauble Boys 23 21m

Where did they come up with these names? A bouldery
direct start to any of the previous 3 routes. Up to the first bolt over
the roof and diagonally L past it. Don’t fall off clipping the 2nd bolt
as you’ll probably hit the tree. An edge has broken off this recently.
 Matthew Swait, Scott Johnson 6/91
 ** Top of the Food Chain 24/25 20m i

Fine climbing up an overhanging face crack. Gear is good
and thankfully all natural. Up the crack till it ends, diagonally R and
immediately back L into the line and on. Alternatively, from where
the crack ends go L to a shake on the arete, up it for a few moves then
traverse back R into the line. Originally led on preplaced gear, since
repeated onsight.
 Andrew Doubleday (TR then led) 4/95
 ** The Missing Link 25/26 18m

Fantastic climbing up the corner and it’s R arete, finishing R
around the roof. Several FH’s
 Nathan Bolton, Kris Bourke (The Guidebook Gloryhounds) 10/99
 * G3 23 15m

A stern thin crack, often wet after rain. Start directly below
the crack, a step down from the main ledge.
 Scott Johnson 6/91
 Eridanus 11 15m i (faded)

The flared, offwidth corner crack. Ain’t never seed anyone
do this one either.
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 Dave Hall, P Hargans 3/82
Martin 11 20m i

Sounds curious. Up E (the 11 not the 25 silly) and L along
the nice looking hand traverse, mantel, and traverse L all the way to
the top of Marjorie! You could of course just go straight up.
 Dave Hall, Owen Richmond 10/82
 Martin DS ? 15m i

I presume this is a TR problem as there is no gear at all.
 ** Eclipsed 24/25 15m S!

Excellent thin wall climbing with the crux at the top. Can
be done with or without bridging at the start. Six FH’s.
 Scott Johnson, Aiden Forde (TR then led) 12/91
 * Lunar Slingshot 24 15m

Start up E, R after the first bolt and up past several FH’s.
Bridge R at the first bulge and take some small RP’s for between the
bolts.
 Andrew Doublethingy, Nathan Bolton 6/98
 Crutch Rot 10 15m i

The tight chimney. Owen Richmond, Dave Hall 3/82
 Space Cowboy 22 22m

Okay face climbing but just too contrived. Starts near the
bottom of the gully down R of CR. Lean across and clip the FH, up
past a medium Friend and three more FH’s, without bridging across
CR. Runout to clip the 3rd FH.
 Lee Skidmore 10/98

The thin seam to the flake makes a good TR problem at 25.
Maybe it could be finished to the R.
 Dynobot 22 22m i

Looks good but isn’t. Clip the FH with a stick, wrestle past
the tree and up merging into A.
 Andrew Doublebot, Anthony Timms, Andrew Everson 1/96
 Avalanche 15 22m i
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Some people reckon this route is OK but I thought it was
horrible. Apart from an unsavoury wide section at the top it’s loose
and poorly protected in the bottom half. Paul Hayford, W. Rawlings,
Mick Pezet 11/86

On the tiny wall below are the following two miniroutes,
reputed to be hard for the grade.
 Stretch 11 4m The crack directly below YL.  Mick Pezet, W.
Rawlings, F. Miles 11/86
 Deception 12 4m The V chimney 2m R. W. Rawlings 11/86
 * Lucky Legs 23 22m

If you fall off the top you might need to be lucky not to
have them break and jam up your ass. A fairly serious lead. Start up
YL - or Avalanche if you want - and take the thin diagonal, moving R
to a juggy flake & up to finish. Take RP’s and Friends to #3. Make
sure your belayer is unclipped and ready to jump off the ledge for the
final runout.
 Jon Pearson, Dan Ellis 6/97
 ** Yankee Logic 20 22m i (faded)

An airy face and arete with some lovely flakes. There’s a bolt
right on the lip of the first overhang. R through this then immedi-
ately L above it to another bolt. Up to the hole and ledge, follow the
carrots up the arete to finish L up the crack past an illogical bolt. Up
and R at the ledge to the thin crack to finish (wires). Belay possible at
the ledge, take medium Friends. BB on top.
 Scott Johnson, Matthew Swait 3/91
 ** Black Magic  21/22 22m i

Pumpy then technical, looks great from the top. Up the
diagonal crack (Friends), unfortunately a bit dirty, to steep flakes L of
corner. Clip the carrot over the lip with a long draw to make sure the
biner doesn’t lever over the edge. A move R then L to the next bolt. A
thinky traverse L leads to the black streak. At the ledge finish just L of
the arete, to capping stone.
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 Scott Johnson, Timmy the Dog 3/91
 *** Voodoo 23 22m i

Brilliant. Up BM to it’s 2nd bolt then straight up past FH’s.
Traverse L at the steepness and finish as for BM. Has been finished
straight up.
 Andrew Doubleday, Joe Kippax, Mark Gommers (TR then led) 11/
94
 ** Cannonball 17 22m i

The big corner, which is not well protected to start. Very
popular, partly because of the convenient bolt belay. The large
layback slab in the upper half is loose at the time of writing. Falling
on protection placed behind this may cause the whole slab to detatch,
so I don’t recommend leading it. Craig Colley is going to try and
remove the loose section soon.

T McOwen, Dave Hall 2/82
 * Swait Factor 18 22m i

A good though circuitous variation to C. From the ledge at
half height take the flake on the R, up to a thin horizontal. Traverse L
along this back into C.
 Matthew Swait, Allan McGill 11/89
* Pringle Factor 22 22m

A possibly serious DF to SF. Take #1 RP’s.
 Andrew Doubleday (TR) Me 98
 ** Hard Rain 18 22m i

Continually interesting face and crack climbing. Not well
protected at the start, you can follow the diagonal of ZZ in for a
better protected option. Up the light coloured face to the diagonal
crack, diagonal L to small flexible Friend and diagonal R to crack. Up
this using the L and R faces. Save a 21/2 or 3 cam for the topout.
 Brian Springell, Allan McGill 7/89 (one aid) Scott Johnson, Suzanne
Dyer 10/90
 ** ZZ-HR Connection
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Go up ZZ to where it traverses R onto the ledge and follow
the diagonal L into HR.  Mark Gommers (onsight) 8/91
 * Zig Zag 16 22m i

You’d never guess it but double ropes are handy. Also take
RP’s. Zig L, up the groove, zag R onto and across the ledge, up nice
wall on R, zig L, zag R. Got that?
 Allan McGill, Ron Jansen 11/89
 * ZZ Direct 22 22m

A good thin move past the FH. Mark Gommers
 * Emotional Manipulation 16 22m i

Up the L side of the vague arete, L before the FH to ZZ.
Finish up ZZ, take care with gear.
 Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer, Allan McGill 4/91
 * Emotional Manipulation Direct 18 22m i

Harder or easier depending how direct you go. Up the L
side of the vague arete to a FH and ZZ’s finish. Take care with gear.
 Mark Gommers
 Smiley 13 23m i

A bit graunchy in parts, otherwise OK. The crackline, wide
at the top.
 Shane Stephenson, Glen Myors 6/92
 * Let’s Face It 21 23m

A good groove with a dangerous but easily avoidable finish.
Take RP’s for the face above the ledge and don’t fall or you too could
smash your ankle. Or you could be lucky - apparently John
Schwerdfeger took a groundfall from the upper headwall and walked
away uninjured! Start directly underneath the groove.
 John Schwerdfeger, Shane Stephenson 6/92
 Or just finish up Smiley. (Shane Stephenson, Mark Boston 6/92)
 ** Under the Cling 15 24m i

“My apologies to the people who documented Under the
Cling but it is just not an obvious or logical way to ascend the crag in
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that area” - Capt. Shane Stephenson. Interesting isn’t it how much
fun illogical things can be. Arc L from the initials to finish up S. Take
a sling for the bollard. A good one for early leaders to develop skills in
placing gear for pendulum falls and protecting the second.
 Allan McGill, Ron Jansen 11/89
 *** Under the Cling - ZZ Finish 15 25m

My favourite low grade route in Townsville. Instead of
finishing up S’s wide crack keep going L and finish up the lovely face
and corners as for ZZ. Take RP’s.
 * Over the Cling 22 22m

Good face climbing in a direct line R of LFI and through
UTC. One FH. Finish as for LFI (dangerous) or S.
 Mark Gommers 10/94

The line straight up from the start of UTC with two bolts is
a project of mine at about 25. Andrew Doubleday has TR’d the RH
black streak with a few falls. It’ll be about 25/26.
 Oh Schtoowert 18 17m

Up F to the ledge then take the flake groove on the L. The
placements are OK but the rock’s a bit dodgy.
 Mark Gommers (TR) 95 Me, Andrew Doubleandrew 98
* Flashdance 16 17m i

The black corner and LH groove off the ledge. The initial
corner is poorly protected (take RP’s). The top groove takes stonking
wires, then it’s a bit runout again, but easy. You can avoid the first
corner by scrambling onto the ledge from the R (the start of Sea
Wasp).        Dave Hall 10/83

 Clockwise from top L: Chad Albinger enjoying Hard Rain (18), The
Playground; Pete Donelly onsighting Simple Pleasures (19), The Play-
ground belayed by a somnolent Ingrid Ward; Lee Skidmore on his
excellent Tristar (24), Lower Colorado Wall; Andrew Doublegaston on
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FA Lunar Slingshot (23), The Playground - All at Mt Stuart.
 Fame 22 17m

This ain’t the way to get it. I removed the two bolts after
consultation with the local climbers as they effectively retrobolted F
and MJ. If you’re going to do contrived eliminates please don’t bolt
them. Straight up from the MJ initials then the tiny face between F
and MJ. Could be led on side runners.
 Lee Skidmore 98
Monkey Jar 14/24 17m i

“A dark orifice with a savage hand-jamb grope” - Scott
Johnson guide. Desperate and mightily underpleasant. F to the ledge
(not straight up from the initials) then the R option.
 Owen Richmond 10/83
* Sea Wasp 13 14m i

Don’t go straight up from the initials! This seam and arete is
a project of Andrew Thorogood’s at about 22. Go L along the ledges,
traverse R to the base of the corner (take care with pro), mantel and
up the pleasant V groove.
 Dave Hall, Owen Richmond 1/83
 * Cattle Prod 22 10m i

A classy barndoor problem. The shallow groove with one
FH - it used to have two but they were no good. Make sure you get
that wire in after the crux.
 Matthew Swait, Scott Johnson 7/91
Tinmen Explorers Inc. 17 9m i
Diagonally L from the start of Drainpipe up some nice looking
flakes. Lee’s first new route.
 Lee Skidmore 5/96
 Drainpipe 10 8m

A good beginner’s route. The crack corner R of CP, the first

 Nathan Bolton leading the second pitch of Immortality (22) while Kris
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Burke enjoys the gradual loss of circulation to his legs. Insets - pitch 3
route as you come down the RH descent track.
 T. McOwan, Owen Richmond 2/82
 The Nursery Cliff

The nice short wall immediately below Drainpipe. Rocky
Horror is not bad as an early lead, the others are good for toproping,
though setting up anchors can be involved. All routes are about 10m
long.
 Cheryl 12 i The flared jamb crack at the L end of the wall. Dave
Hall 12/83
 Elle 18 A nice face but hardly worth dying for. No pro. Start 1m R
of C at a high finger pocket. straight up with blinkers on. Mark
Gommers (solo) 91
 Sandra 16 Nice face climbing, no gear at all. The weakness 1m R of
E. Owen Richmond 2/84 (TR) Mark Gommers 91 (solo)
 Rocky Horror 13 i The crackline up the middle of the wall. Watch
those blocks at the top. FA unknown
 Jodie 13 Face two m R of RH with minimal pro. John Cooper,
Chris Marsh 6/92
 Roots Bloody Roots 10 Up ledgy face 3m R of RH and L to root
filled corner. Reasonable pro. Lee Skidmore 5/96
 Newbie Killer 9 7m A proud broken line several metres long covered
in a flaky black layer. If you do one route in Townsville, make damn
sure it isn’t this one.
 Lee Skidmore (solo), Mike Neeves 3/96
The Lower Playground

Access is by heading down the Pinnacle track, which starts
from Eye of the Tiger, to a smooth faced boulder above a rock
platform. A steep gully (easier than it looks) goes down L (facing
seaward) just before here. If you’ve got a spare rope, rapping off one
of the trees L of the gully (facing seaward) may be easier.
 * Trespass 18/19 45m
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This route is easiest rapped into - keep abseiling past the
ledge the other routes start at for about 10m, then walk L to the toe
of a narrow, light coloured buttress with a crack at it’s base. You could
also walk down the Pinnacle track until the first wall on the Pinnacle
(about 10m high and overhanging, R of the top of Physical Medita-
tion), go down about 10m then contour L(facing downhill). 1) 19m
Up the blunt arete (no gear for a long way after the start) then L to
crack and up. 2) 26m (crux) Up the interesting face with a bolt (#1
RP handy as 1st runner), follow the blocky ridgeline and over the
split boulder.
 Mark Gommers, Ross Anderson 4/94
 2a) 17 Climb the groove to the R of 2).
 Me, Steve Baskerville 8/99 if not others before.
 ** Crack of Doom 22/23 10m

A great problem up an overhanging fingercrack, a shame it’s
not longer. The crack around the corner from Trespass P2, at the L
end of the ledge and L of the descent gully.
  Mark Gommers, Peter Kingsbury 4/94
 * Lady Natasha 14 22m i

What a lovely name. Varied climbing, you can avoid getting
wedged in the wide section by using face holds. Possibly Raymond’s
first new route at Stuart.
 Raymond Stuart 93?
 * De Ja Vu 20 23m

Originally attempted by Raymond Stuart, but when he
wasn’t getting up it Ross Anderson ‘convinced’ him to let him have a
go. He fell twice, ripping out the wire the second time. On the same
day this was Andrew Doubleday’s first lead! A runout top half and a
rusty nut on the bolt make it potentially serious. Great climbing
though. Up the fine finger crack to the ledge. A large Friend may
help quell the nerves swinging around the arete to clip the bolt. Up
the arete and face, take RP’s
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 Andrew Doubleday, 8/94
* Knocking on Heaven’s Door 21 23m

Starts at Brett Pybus memorial plaque, 5m R and down
from LN. Brett died before he could complete the route, they played
this song at his funeral. Up the corner taking care with pro. Clip the
bolt by climbing up and leaning across, then come back down to the
ledge. Step R onto the face and up fragile feeling flakes (fragile feeling
flakes fragile feeling flakes fragile feeling flakes) past another FH.
Graded 19 by Mark; maybe he was having a good day or a few holds
have come off?
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Kinbacher 5/96

The face to the R of the arete is a project of Scott Bewley
and Anthony Timms. It’ll be a nice fingery 23/24.
 Shit Happens 18 20m

Apparently wothwhile and hard for the grade. Around the
arete from KHD and 2m L of the major corner. Take the crack to the
V groove and the crux. Watch for loose blocks at the top.
 Mark Wright 93 (TR then led)
Tin Tin 19 20m

The overhanging hand crack 1m R of SH.
 Alan Simet 10/93
 Jack’s Beanstalk 17 40m

Directly below Avalon is a disappearing crack which leads to
a ledge at 25m, a cruxy face and a scrub bash out.
 Rob Smythe, Paul Hayford 10/86
The Pinnacle

A striking feature with routes to match. The track  to the
Pinnacle leads down from Windy Corner, starting at The Eye of the
Tiger. It’s reasonably apparent, and marked with a few arrows, but it’s
a steep scramble in places. In 1998 an Army man was seriously
injured when he attempted the wrong way up in the rain, so take care
and take your time.
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The next few routes are over the seaward side of the small
saddle at the start of the Pinnacle ridge. The track down goes right
past this saddle. From here it is also possible to take the ridge out to
the tip of the pinnacle and rap down (double ropes). A rock wallaby
lives around the top of the Pinnacle ridge.
 The Last Draw 21 10m

Great name. The small wall on the R (facing out) with one
FH. Up easy crack till it fades, L onto edgy face past bolt, trending L
to finish.
 Lee Skidmore 11/98

Take care scrambling down to the next routes - the gully
drops away suddenly. The LH face (looking seaward) is a project of
Lee Skidmore’s at about 23. The continuation of this cliffline around
L (facing seaward) is the Gallery Cliff.
 Parachuting Geckos 21 20m
Go R (facing out) at the base of the gully across a narrow causeway
for about 15m to base of a large green wall. Up crack to base of
orange corner. Up this (FH) to below rooflet then swing L onto face
(FH). Face, tending L and passing another FH to ledge. Finish up
face and arete (FH).
 Lee Skidmore, Steve Baskerville 11/98
 The Gallery Cliff
A little cliff with a great position. It’s a good place to go to avoid the
crowds (what crowds?) ..well anyone. It is acessed by abseiling 15m
off a ledge half way out the Pinnacle ridge on the R, or by doing
Black Widow or any of the routes to it’s L.
 State of Love and Trust 19 13m

Start just around the arete 4m L of the plaque. Go up and R
to just above a small roof then straight up the pitted face.
 Graham Brett (TR) Ross Anderson, Shane Sirl 4/94
  * One Tree Hill 15 13m

Starts 1m L of the plaque to Graham Brett, the deep crack
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exiting at the old tree. This was his favourite climb. Pip Newton
nearly became fixed gear when she got stuck in this.
 Graham Brett (TR), FA Ross Anderson
 * Spiny Tree Lobster 22 10m

Balancy face 1m R of OTH. Natural pro then 2 FH’s.
 Ross Anderson 96
  Broken Earth 16 16m

Start 3m R of STL, up the small crack corner to the ledge
then a pumpy layback on a large loose looking block to the second
ledge, then run it out up the arete on the R.
 Ross Anderson 5/94
 * No Man’s Land 20/21 16m

Take Broken Earth to the 2nd ledge then step L onto the
face and desperately clip the FH (take care). A few tricky moves take
you to the top.
 Ross Anderson 94

The next two routes are on the wall facing the Playground,
climbs are described R to L.
 Marelas Crack 15 40m

You’ll have more fun rolling around in a bag of dung. The
first climb on the Pinnacle. The prominent offwidth on greasy rock,
with the odd loose block thrown in for variety. At the top, burrow so
deeply into the crack you exit the other side.
 Mick Pezet, Rob Smythe 4/84
 *** Physical Meditation 25 30m

Superb sustained climbing up a beautiful line. Scott’s finest
hour. Starts 2m R of Marrelas Crack, 5 carrots (fully threaded and
some overdriven) to natural. Take a wire to clip the 2nd bolt if you’re
little. It’s possible to warm up on the first half of the route (to the
FH) at about 21. One of the few routes to get morning shade.
 Scott Johnson (TR then led) 12/91
 ** The El Nino Effect 24 30m
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Well protected and well sustained. Start by scrambling
(roped) L from below PM’s start to a two bolt belay on a tiny ledge
on the arete, or do The Monsoon. One of the belay bolts has been
replaced after Pete Donelly pulled it out by hand! Step L from the
belay then up the face passing 8 FH’s and optional cams near the top.
Still awaits the connection to The Monsoon to make a super sus-
tained 50m pitch.
 Mark Gommers, Scott Johnson 12/91
 ** The Monsoon 20 20m

Starts at a crack in a shallow chimney, the next one past the
offwidth (that’s right, that yummy looking offwidth is still up for
grabs. Adam Darragh where are you?) Take the crack to the FH then
traverse R to TENE’s belay.
 Mark Gommers
 ** Cyclone 21/22 50m

Great positions. Take TM to the FH then trend L past
several more and a medium friend to join RTS up high. Finish as for
it’s second pitch.
 Mark Gommers
 *** Romancing the Stone 22 50m

Full of adventure. 1) Up the corner at the arete to a small
ledge and bolt. There will soon be a DBB here, making a first pitch of
18. Exit the corner R and blast straight up past FH’s, veering L for a
shake then the arete all the way to the ledge. 2) Straight up the wall
above with 3 carrots.
 Mark Gommers, Michael Dielenberg 10/91
 ** Megalith 20 50m

Excellent varied climbing up the E (seaward) face of the
Pinnacle. Mark Gommers removed a thorn tree from this after it split
the sheath of someone’s rope! Start a few m L of RTS 1) The face past
a carrot to the diagonal crackline L. Follow the crackline and R to a
thin seam. Up this to the overhang, clip the bolt above and traverse
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2m R. Straight up the wall past 3 more carrots. 2) As for RTS.
 Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 6/91
 Black Dog 17 50m

Discovered by accident. It must have been a bad accident.
Start as for M then L to chimney and up this to the top.
 Peter Kingsbury, Raymond Stuart 1/94
 ** Black Widow 24 40m

Powerfully sustained up a threatening line. Starts on the L
arete of the chimney. Up this, L onto the face past 3 FH and up the
stepped crackline.
 Mark Gommers 8/94
 Chi, Tarzan’s Gay Paedophiliac Buddy 14 30m

Start up the roots to the tight chimney then an easy but
dangerous exit. The faded rope at the top is very old.
 Allan McGill, Zoltan Swain, Matthew Swait 10/90
 ** Achtung Baby 21 18m

This route gets morning tree shade. Great crack climbing
2m L of CTGPB. Climb to DBB on ledge then rap off to avoid mass
of loose boulders above. Bring tapes or finish up WO.
 Aiden Forde, Scott Johnson 12/91
 Way Out 16 15m

Hand and fist crack at far L end of ledge atop AB. Crack till
it ends then traverse 2m L to continue with the second pitch of SL.
 Scott Johnson, Aiden Forde 12/91
 ** Step Lightly 23 40m

Pull down on ‘em, not out on ‘em. Delicate flake climbing.
1) 30m (crux) Start just L of arete, a long and interesting journey past
8BR’s to a DBB. Switches to the RHS of the arete after the 8th bolt.
2) 10m More of the same passing 2BR’s.
 Scott Johnson, Mark Gommers 11/91
 *** Non Son Girate 19 35m

As good as Tannin - 35m of continuous varied climbing up
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interesting features. All natural gear until one carrot at the top. Start
20m L of SL at a layback flake. Up this (big gear or lots of slings for
the chockstones if you’re confident) and up to the roof, L around it
and up the gorgeous groove, trending R near the top. Take slings or
double ropes for drag. You can scramble back and L to a tree (take
care) to rap off.
 Aiden Forde, Suzanne Dyer 11/91
  *** Spontaneous Ritual 23 35m

A classy variant on NSG. Take it to the roof and groove
then move R onto the ledge above the roof. Up the clean thin corner
joining NSG near the top. One BR. Maybe a direct is possible?
 Scott Johnson 11/91
 You Lead It, No You Lead It 20 40m

An interesting start then... no fun. Starts 2m R of the arete
at the end of the wall. Up and R to gain the arete and continue up
the widening crack past 3 FH’s to the ledge and large tree. You can
rap as for NSG.
 Dan Ellis, Paul Slattery, Julie West 9/94
 Chubby Chester’s Chimney 15 20m

Looks gross. 5m L of the previous route, exit at the old tree.
 One Too Many Cams 16 20m

Crack opposite YLINYLI to ledge then L up crack.
Paul Slattery, Dan Ellis, Julie West 9/94

Dan Ellis and others also did a few other short easy
cracklines hereabouts.
 The Fortress

The Fortress is the first section of the Main Faces, and lies
under the RHS of the Playground and further R. Many good single
pitch routes are here and the forest offers some morning shade. To get
there, it’s easiest to rap down Rear Window (50m). To get to the
chains above RW head straight down from Rocky Horror (Nursery
Cliff ), L across the gully and down a bit more. You can also walk
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down: take the track from Windy Corner, heading down to the base
of the Pinnacle. About 10m downhill of the first wall on the Pinnacle
you pass (about 10m high and overhanging, R of the top of Physical
Meditation) the track branches L, contouring towards a black face
underneath the Playground. Keep following it along the cliff base and
down until you reach a nice looking wall with 45 degree rooves on
the L and twin cracks up the middle.
 ** Rock Sex 17 25m

Really good climbing avoiding the offwidthy bits. Start up
the RH crack, through the roof, and L across the O/W to the base of
the stonking corner. Save a 11/2 Friend for here. Up to chains, taking
care of the big elkhorn.
  Peter Kingsbury, Anthony Timms 4/94
 *** RS Direct Start 20/21 25m

Popular face climbing directly up the slabby wall to RS’s
final corner. FH’s and some natural gear. There’s a great looking
finish out L of the top corner to be done.
 Dan Ellis, John Pearson 7/95, also partially cleaned and bolted by
Mark Gommers.
 * Australian Foreplay 18 25m

Grunty. Take RS to the roof and follow the wide crack
through the bulge above, hugging the L arete lustily.
Peter Kingsbury, Raymond Stuart 8/94
 The Best Part is the Cigarette Afterwards 12 40m

Scramble up to the wide chimney 5m R of AF.
 Peter Kingsbury (solo)
 * Too Bad, Bumhole 22/23 27m

Bumhole being Steve Moore who first attempted the route,
but moved to Cairns so Nath cleaned up. About 15m R of RS and
before the track dips to a small off-vertical wall. It’s the narrow wall
which changes aesthetically from green (slabby) to black to orange
(steep), then a roof (a roof, a roof!). 6 FH and natural gear. The bolt
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under the roof is drilled a bit shallow but is in good rock. 2 FH’s on
top. Single 50m rope just reaches (take tapes) or go back into the
amphitheater (the routes there start with Swallow Me Whole, next
page) and scramble down the RHS.
 Nathan Bolton, Andrew Doubleday 6/98
 Amazon Woman 17 12m
            The O/W R of TBB. Raymond Stuart, Peter Kingsbury 8/94
 The Licker Twin 17 12m

The RH crack, a much nicer width.
 Peter Kingsbury, Raymond Stuart 8/94
 ** Thin and Horny 22 12m

Plenty of em’. The thin diagonal line is a serious lead. Take
gear to size of #1 Wire. Climb up R of the seam to first pro at about
5m. Accidentally retrobolted by Lee for Steve & Jase, they removed
the hangers but not the studs - hopefully this will be fixed up soon.
Please take care to establish that a line has not been climbed before
you place bolts.
 Ross Anderson, Scott Bewley 1/96
 * Nice Face Shame About the Jugs 21 12m

Shame about the name. Thin face climbing which feels
fragile but it’s had a fair few ascents. 4 FH up the face, you may want
to clip the 1st one with a stick. Go back to the next ledge to belay off
the trees.
 Scott Bewley, Matt Lovett, Dan Ellis 7/95
 Trivialised Relationships 15 10m

Conspicuous line R to ledge and on.
 Raymond Stuart (solo) 6/94
 Women Come and Go, Friends Last Forever 11 10m
2m R of TR  Peter Kingsbury (solo) 6/94
 Friends come and Go, Enemies Accumulate 10 10m

1.5m R of WCG... Peter Kingsbury (solo) 6/94
 Nikki 16 10m
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Starts 1m L of the R end of the wall. Dyno start, then
follow small ledges tending L.
Peter Kingsbury (solo) 6/94
 * Rear Window 20 40m

Two pitches of interesting face climbing. A quick tug on the
first bolt reduces the grade to 17, or you can rap down and do just
the top pitch at 17. It’s easiest to rap into this route, but from the
previous routes go up the small block filled gully at the R of the easy
angled slab towards a short black chimney. Before you get to this go
R and up a short vertical boulder choked gully (a fair scramble with a
pack on - you may want to haul them up) to on top of the black
chimney. RW is the LH arete of the wall in front of you (anyone for
the DS?), just one more short scramble to the start on the LHS of the
arete. 1) If you’re not tall you may want to clip the bolt with a stick.
Runout climbing up the arete and R and up at the ledge to the DBB.
2) Interesting slabby climbing on good rock. BR’s and natural gear.
Start R of the belay and sinuously up and L.
 Mark Gommers, Michael Dielenberg 9/93
 * Direct Finish 23 8m

Go straight up the thin seam above the 2nd belay. One FH
and gear.
 John Pearson, Dan Ellis 4/97
The next few routes are in the amphitheatre L and up of RW’s start.
They are described L to R. It has a big leaning block near the edge.
Too Bad, Bumhole tops out here.
 Swallow Me Whole 13 10m

It will. Body width crack at the R side of a very clean face.
 Peter Kingsbury (solo)
 Off My Nut 19 10m

Face 1m R of SMW. Take small RP’s
 Peter Kingsbury, Anthony Timms 4/94
 Friends in High Places 17 10m
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The short layback corner 5m R of OMN, around the arete.
 Peter Kingsbury, Anthony Timms 4/94
 Cellulite This 21 10m

The seam and flare up the narrow face with 2 FH’s, one of
which talks.
 Nathan Bolton, Andrew Doubleday 98
 Angina 16 10m

The next corner around R from CT.
 Andrew Doubleday, Nathan Bolton 98

The seam to the R looks good.
There are apparently chains somewhere above these routes, though
they are a fair scramble to get to from the top.

Now back to the bottom. The next route is down the blocky
chimney from the start of RW, and right.
 ** Bad Religion 22 43m

Plenty of it. A great route with only one bolt in two pitches.
The bolt is reachy to clip and may be dodgy. Take a #1 Camalot or
#2 flexible Friend. 1) Start up the crack just R of a steep R leaning
corner. Climb the crack with growing concern passing a FH to gain a
small ledge. Strenuously over the bulge and continue up past loose
rock to gain another ledge and belay. 2) Up corner then step L onto
the face. Continue up the face with spaced pro.
 Mark Gommers, Dan Ellis, Ellen Kemp (two rests) FFA Mark
Gommers 2/95

The next two routes are on a great looking pillar which is
basically below the start of Bad Religion. To get there go down from
the RW abseil and follow the vague track at the base of the cliff L
(facing out). It’s just around the corner. Or continue straight on from
Thin and Horny wall. Or rap down Pleasure Unit. So many choices.
The obvious arete is a project of John Pearson’s, which he says will be
about 24 so it’s probably hard 25. He’d all but gotten up it when a
hold broke, spearing him into the trees. You start up the corner (wire)
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and clip the bolt, then reverse and start direct. Or use a stick.
 ** Hung Over 21/22 16m S!

Fantastic overhanging face on good flat holds. Bolted by
Dan but it got the better of him and Peerless scooped up. Gear
possible after the last bolt.
 John Pearson, Dan Ellis 6/97
The Neutral Zone

The Neutral Zone was formerly known as the Main Faces
but this got very confusing as all the rock apart from the Playground
and Pinnacle is commonly referred to as the Main Faces. Rapping
down Pleasure Unit or Rear Window is the quickest access to these
routes. To find the top of PU contour L (facing out) from the LHS
(facing out) of the Playground towards a perched hexagonal boulder
for 45m, until you get to a leaning 7' high rectangular boulder
propped up against a squarish 3' high boulder. There are actually
three boulders in this clump. Drop down R about 10m to a small
rocky platform, to be on the far side of a tiny wall with a tree growing
near it. This is Lizard Cliff. You go down past it and follow the gully
down to the chains. Make sure you back up the dodgy chains with
the third bolt. Some of the money you’ve spent on this guidebook
will go towards fixing stuff like this up.
 The routes on Lizard Cliff are...
 The Naked Gecko 44 1/4 17 5m The LH crack. Andrew
Doubleday 7/94
 Streetwise Gecko 18 5m Up the RH crack. Andrew Doubleday 7/94
 Gecko’s Don’t Dare 22 5m The bulge 2m R of SG. Andrew
Doubleday, Kylie Partridge (led by clipping knotted rope) 7/94
 Pleasure Unit 16 65m

That it ain’t. “Only included because you can rap down it”
(Lee Skidmore) The first route on the main faces. The deep black
groove behind the pillar. 1) 25m The crack to the tree and L onto the
slab, up and into the crack. 2) 20m Up the line to the tree 3) 20m
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The wide crack full of big chockstones.                    Mick Pezet 10/84
 Sustenance 24 65m

A good looking line with an intimidating jetblack corner up
high. Take natural pro. From the crack at the top of PU P1 step L
onto face (FH). Up avoiding huge vine to layback, then through
equal crux to small ledge. Fingery layback, then up to mantel onto
ledge (crux). Thin corner to huge undercling. Up.
 Ross Anderson, Scott Bewley 1/96
 *** Beam Me Up Scotty 22 80m

“ Mega classic with radical exposure and positions” says the
Scott Johnson guide and believe me it’s the livin’ truth. This climb is
wild. 1) 25m Start at the unsavoury looking wide crack 3m R of PU,
or at PU and diagonally R (easy). Walk across ledge to R leaning
seam (carrot at the start) above a massive clump of grass. Don’t be put
off by the grass in the seam, it’s quite climbable. DBB. 2) 25m L
from the belay to climb the seam in the slab past two carrots up to
the big steep V groove. Notice how large and overhanging it looks.
Two more carrots and some imaginative climbing will see you
through to a DBB on a small ledge on the R. 3) 30m An awesome
pitch. A dicky traverse R (carrot) gives a fine corner, then a unique
crux past the bolt involving a rather amazing fin. You can get a small
flexible Friend in to back up the bolt. Follow the pocketed seam
around the arete (bolts) and up it on shallow pockets in immaculate
rock. Climb R of the bolt on the final small wall to DBB. Take 10
brackets and Friends to 2 (and wires and RP’s of course!). All the
bolts are fully threaded and some on the last pitch are overhammered.
 Scott Johnson, Aiden Forde 11/91
 *** Cosmic Messenger 23 80m

Another gob-smacking classic, with the second pitch
drawing the stars. 1) Start about 8m R of BMUS, up to the carrot
over the roof  to join the crack above. Follow the crack to the sloping
ledge and DBB. 2) (crux) Up the R side of the face with the DBB to
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gain the base of the green slab. Up the slab (BR) to the small tree and
psyche up for the fabulous technical corner above (BR), which ends
at a DBB. 3) Very easy climbing to the top where a small face leads to
a DBB.
 Scott Johnson, Aiden Forde 11/90
 ** Pumping Iron 23 24m

A remarkable climb with an overhanging undercling traverse
half way. Start two m L of the base of FC. Move up through the
vertical crack system to the overhang (2BR’s). Move L out of the
crack into the undercling traverse. Traverse 4m L, then continue up
through easier climbing.
 Scott Johnson, Suzanne Dyer 6/91
 Feral Crack 15 24m

This climb follows a well developed crack and drainage
system marked by a distinct reentrant in the cliff line about 20m R of
the top of CM. (rap in) Start from the large ledge at the base of the
crack. Bush-wack a bit at the beginning then move up the comfort-
able cracks to a balancy crux move, then the rest is cake. A good
escape for those who have trouble Pumping Iron.
 Scott Johnson 9/90

The crack and corner R is a project of Mark Gommers and
Rupert Newell.
 Paul Hayford and partner attempted some routes R of Pumping
Iron, starting from ground level. I have no descriptions for these but
they all retreat off tapes before the top.
 Into the Night 17/18 ~40m

An impressive onsight lead, finished at 10pm. 1) Some-
where near TPD. (Craig’s description is unclear) 2) From the chains
traverse 3m R and down into the big corner crack and up the line
past some seriously loose blocks. Finished up Feral Crack.
Craig Goebel, Rupert Newell 97
 * The Prime Directive 19 38m
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Sustained slabbing. 1) Start about 10m R of CM at the base
of a seam with a FH at about 5m. Up this (many small wires) to
chains. 2) From the chains traverse 3m R and down into the big
corner crack and up 8m to ledge then step R towards the arete and
climb the slab protected by 2 FH and small wires to chains. Rap off.
 Lee Skidmore, Steve Baskerville, Jason Shaw, Philippa Newton 8&9/
98
 ** Bird of Prey 21 80m

A major new route up an impressive wall. Essential pro is #0
Metolius or equivalent 3 cam unit - 4 cam will not fit. 1) 20/21 35m
Starts about 8m R of PD in a gully. Up flake and step R passing 2 FH
to gain the ledge. Up small corner to gain large sloping ledge. Psyche
up, step L and pull into bottomless corner. Continue up, following
crack system with a hard move to gain small stance and bolt. 2) 20
20m Up the obvious crack to gain a short technical corner. Pull
around this and follow crack to DBB. 3) 21 25m Step R then up to
welcome stance and FH. Up sustained fingercrack till it’s possible to
traverse L across wall to FH. Up crack and flake to the top.
 Mark Gommers, Craig Colley, Jason Gunders 3/99
Colorado Wall

This redorange overhanging wall is Stuart’s centrepiece, and
rightly so. With great rock and a wide variety of holds - even some
pockets - this is the North’s prime developed wall.
If you’re at BoP then it will be well apparent, but it’s easier to rap in.
To get to the chains contour L (facing out) from the LHS (facing
out) of the Playground towards a perched hexagonal boulder for
45m, until you get to a leaning 7' high rectangular boulder propped
up against a squarish 3' high boulder. There are actually three
boulders in this clump. Drop down R about 10m to a small rocky
platform, to be on the far side of a tiny wall with a tree growing near
it (Lizard Cliff ). Keep contouring L past a small cairn and along a
vague track 40m till you find yourself atop a small wall. Drop down
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it’s RHS (facing out).
This is Nameless Wall, a pleasant place to avoid the exposure so
prevalent at Stuart and do some easy leads. Nameless Wall has the
distinction of hosting Townsville and maybe Australia’s first grade 0.
The finger crack at the LHS is Deception 19 and the thing with the
bolt on the R is Immigration Blues 18. (DBB above this services a
few routes) The two corner cracks L of this are Rosebud and The
Cleaner, both about 12. All by either Mark Gommers or Andrew
Rule. Every other possible line has either been TR’d, led or soloed.

Anyway, we were going somewhere - to get to the Colorado
chains head straight down a few metres past Deception over boulders
and down to a boulder which sticks out prominently, with a tilted
boulder next to it.Go carefully down L of the boulders (facing out).
There are two sets of chains. The first is for A Few Good Men, and is
safer than the second. To get to these go carefully R (facing out)
down a narrow ramp. Two double rope raps take you to the ground
or the start of the route (which is a scramble up from ground level).
You can also swing around R while on the first abseil onto the orange
part of the wall (yum) and down to the large ledge. Siddhartha and
Immortality start from this ledge. From here a 25m rap from the
chains right at the edge (LHS of the ledge) takes you down The Fifth
Element to the ground. To get to the other set of chains (above
Siddhartha and Immortality) go L and scramble down carefully (you
sick of me saying that yet?) to a ledge, the chains are on your R
(facing out). Be sure to use the backup bolt. From these chains a 25m
rap leads to two rings in the middle of the wall. Another 25m rap off
these leads to the large ledge, then a third 25m rap down The Fifth
Element can take you to the ground. This is the only single rope rap
route down the main faces.
 *** A Few Good Men 23 80m

What could be more exciting to get your hands on than a
few good men? 80m of top quality climbing up a crackline, a sharp
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arete and then a sterling corner. 1) 45m (crux) Starts at a tree a few m
above ground level at the LHS of Colorado Wall. Up the arete then R
to the wider diagonal crack.Follow this (#4 Friend is handy) to the
small corner. R out this then L above the roof to the striking hanging
arete. Up this to the ramp and chains. 8 FH. 2) 35m 20  Think your
way up the big corner, 3 FH’s. This pitch makes a good rap-down
route on it’s own. Apparently a French guy trundled a 20 ton block
the size of a truck off the top of this - you can see the scars.
 Mark Gommers, Ross Anderson, John Blake 9/93
 2a) 19 35m From the chains climb up and R to FH on the arete. Up
finger crack in the arete, then step L across corner to join 2).
 Mark Gommers, Craig Colley 11/97
 * The Fifth Element 21-23 (height dependant) 25m

A good route to access the upper wall from the ground.
Starts about 15m R of AFGM. Up the diagonal crack and R and up
to the 1m roof. L out this and back R to a thin seam. A reachy and
insecure crux gives a lock and small wire, then follow the bolts up
and L to the chain. 5 FH.
 Lee Skidmore, Erik Smits 7/98
 *** Tristar 24 15m S

Lee’s favourite laundry powder. Better than good - a bright
orange overhanging wall with 6 FH and pockety holds. A good effort
by Lee over about 3 months. Starts on the RHS of Lower Colorado,
about 50m around from TFE, off the top of the pedestal and finishes
at chains, with a move L at the 5th bolt for the crux. I’ve TR’d the
little direct start, it’s not that much harder than the rest of the route.
Take care with the two big holds near the top. Lee has put in belay
bolts above the 2nd pitch and tried to TR it, it’s an open project.
 Lee Skidmore 9/98
 *** Immortality 22 50m

I’d take it if it was like this! If you do one pitch in
Townsville make it this one. Seven brackets required. It’s much better
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to avoid the hanging belay and link the first two pitches together,
maybe add a grade for this (9 brackets). 1) 16m Starts off the lower
LHS of the large ledge (bet you can’t say that three times fast). Up the
thin RH leaning diagonal behind a spiky tree (BR) to a sloping ledge.
Traverse L and up past three more BR’s to DBB out L. 2) 16m (crux)
Up R of belay to diagonal seam with 3 BR leading to steep flake
crack. Up this on generous holds, then a spectacular move to a jug
out R when it finishes. Up the short corner to DBB on the L. 3) Up
from the belay to the corner with a fin sticking out of it. Grunty
climbing past this to the top. This pitch is not much fun and it’s
better to do Siddhartha’s last pitch by...3a) Drop down about 1.5m
from the belay and traverse about 10m R across the underclings to
the ledge, with delicious exposure. A #4 Friend was nice. (Me, Chad
Albinger 98) This combined with TFE makes a great multipitch
adventure.
 Scott Johnson, Aiden Forde 12/91
 *** Siddhartha 24 50m

   The best known route though I reckon Immortality is
better. Originally graded 25 but a hold broke and made it easier
(thank goodness). Again, it’s much better to do the first two pitches
in one, though it does at least have a ledge between them. 1) 20m As
for I to the sloping ledge, then up the crack to small ledge and DBB.
2) 20m (crux) R off the ledge and up, take care as it’s quite runout to
clip the second. L past this to the flake then schlap up the sustained
finish to the ledge and DBB. 3) 10m The innocent looking corner
above and runout arete. Take care of a loose block in the middle.
 Scott Johnson, Matthew Swait (TR then led) 7/91
 The line finishing up a black streak around the corner from S with
one FH is a project of Mark Gommers at about 24. The steep line up
the next black streak is an open project of mine at about 34. It’s got 2
FH’s and needs more.
  The Great Wall
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Certainly is. The home of Stuart’s longest route, the middle
grade classic Deliverance, and some fine rap-down pitches, all
courtesy of Mark Gommers. The first wall, Shady Wall, is R of
Colorado Wall and starts half way up. It may get shade earlier than
other walls, otherwise it’s not actually shady. To get to  the rap chains
on top go past the routes on Nameless Wall (see Colorado Wall
directions) and take the path diagonally L (facing out) downhill from
a cairn at the end of the wall. Soon you will come near the edge of
the cliff, with a view of the side of Colorado Wall. The chains are
visible from here. These are the only chains visible from the track
along the top. Scramble down to the chains with lots of care.
 Shady Corner 16 20m

This climb sounds like it could be dangerous. It’s the corner
where Colorado Wall meets the Great Wall, and has a “flake at the
top which appears to be attached only at the bottom and seems like it
should come off when hung on” (Scott Johnson guide). So take great
care, especially after the wet. Or, better still, climb something else.
 Scott Johnson, Allan McGill, Suzanne Dyer 4/91
 * The Shadow 17 20m

The crack in the middle of the wall R of SC.
 Andrew Rule, Mark Gommers 1/96
 Wandering Shadow 19 22m

Small cams essential for the start. Starts as for TS but veer L
and up to a ledge. Pull around R side of bulge to crack and exit.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule 2/96
 The Clinic 11 15m

The obvious handcrack up the wall from ledge.
 Mark Gommers
 The Feathermen 19 15m

Climb 4m R of TC to join that climb at the ledge.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule 10/95

The rest of the Great Wall routes can be accessed by the
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Deliverance chains. To get to these take the path downhill from a
cairn at the end of Nameless Wall, (to get to Nameless Wall see
Colorado Wall directions) and L (facing out) along the top of the
cliff. This section is exposed. If you fell over here you could go to the
bottom. Go about 40m from Nameless Wall, past the Shady Wall
chains, to a cairn then drop down carefully to a hidden ledge. Two
double rope raps, straight down, take you to the ground. On the first
rap, the chains you see 25m down on a ledge on the L are for The
Wall of the Four Winds routes. For routes that start from the ground
you can also take the single rope rap route down Colorado Wall.
 *** Deliverance 18 100m

A lovely route, the first and last two pitches are sensational.
Naturally protected except for one chain belay. It is possible to string
the last two pitches  together, watch for drag if on one rope. Starts
from the ground, about 25m R of Tristar. 1) 18 25m The black
slabby corner, steepening at the top. 2) 13m The groove behind the
tree, with a move R in the middle. Chain belay. 3) 10 12m Traverse L
past corner with FH (The Fifth Wind) and down around nose to
natural belay under prominent corner. 4) 18 20m Up the crack in the
RH arete of the corner, L into the groove and up to sloping ledge. 5)
17 25m Up the corner and line to the top.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule (alt) 11/96
 5a) 26m 16 Up, then veer L to sickle crack. Crack to the ledge.
 Craig Colley, Mark Gommers 4/97
 ** Out of the Chrysalys 23/24 18m

Left of the second pitch of Deliverance are two bolted lines,
the RH one was a project of Andrew Trezona’s which he’s handed
over to his brother Peter and the LH one was bolted by Mark
Gommers and given to me. Thanks Mark. Start up the small corner
(small Friends), L at the rooflet and up and R to the pocketed seam
(3 RP). 3 FH’s and an excellent crux. Seconded free by Peter Trezona,
13 y.o. He also did a direct finish which would be a bold lead.
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 Mark Gommers, Jason Gunders 97 (TR) Me, Peter Trezona 6/99
The next section, R of the upper 50m of Deliverance is

known as The Wall of the Four Winds, and offers classy and exposed
climbing. All six routes can be  reached by abseil off the chains as for
Deliverance, but for the first four abseil leftwards to chains at a ledge.
Alternatively, rap off the DBB L of the chains. To get to Candle in
the Wind and The Fifth Wind rap straight down from the chains.
The Fifth Wind can also be reached by climbing the first two pitches
of Deliverance.
 *** Ride Like the Wind 23 25m

Absolutely brilliant, one of the best pitches on the moun-
tain. Surprisingly sustained, and solid for the grade. Starts at ledge
with chains, up and L round arete to ledge. Up steep face (3 FH’s)
and R to intermittent crackline. Belay off one FH and Friends above
the detatched block. One of the holds at the start is just about to
break. Take gear from #3 RP to medium Friends.
 Mark Gommers, Craig Goebel 3/98
 ** Against the Wind 22 25m

Starts at ledge with chains. Up shallow technical corner
above chains to FH and roof, traverse R (FH) to a cruxy exit around
roof. Take RP’s and plenty of small wires. DBB.
 Mark Gommers, Jason Gunders 11/97
 ** Against the Wind DF 20 25m

As for ATW to the FH, pull L round bulge and up. DBB.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule 11/96
 ** Gone With the Wind 22 25m

Starts at ledge with chains. Technical. Shallow R-leaning
corner to the R of the chains to a FH, then R to arete. Up crack and
face, keeping just L of arete. 2 FH’s. DBB.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule 4/96
 ** Candle in the Wind 19 23m

Good wall climbing, slopey and slightly slabby except for a
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chunky undercling move. Starts at small ledge with a FH about 2.5m
up, R of the chains the previous routes start at, straight down from
the rap chains. Difficult to start (or start from the R), small flexible
Friend, then climb face and crack (FH). Up to next FH, then step R
to vague arete. Up, then back L over bulge using undercling to
another FH. Step R, then up. RP’s/small wires handy. DBB.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule 4/97
 The Fifth Wind 19 45m

Starts at the chains half way up Deliverance. 1) 20m
Traverse 5m L to corner with FH. Up this and onwards to ledge level
with and 4m R of Candle in the Wind’s belay bolt. 2) 25m Step up
onto block and climb finger crack to ledge. Step L, then up.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule (alt) 3/96

Now back to ground level.
 ** Great Expectations 19 56m

Starts 10m R of Deliverance at a nice looking flake on a
blunt arete. 1) 19 25m (crux) Up the crack and belay below the point
where the crack runs off R. 2) 18 16m Diagonal hand crack to short
corner, corner to ramp. 3) 15m Bridge the void to the crack out L, up
it and the ramp. Scramble R - wards up the vegetated gully.
 Mark Gommers with 1) Andrew Rule 3/97, 2) Tim DeJersey 9/97,
3) Lee Skidmore 10/97
 Voyager 18/19 25m

Links Deliverance to Candle in the Wind. Climbs the
corner with a FH about 5m L of D’s 2nd belay, then a crack to join
CitW.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule 97
 Remembrance Wall

Yet another wall opened up by Mark Gommers, this one
with Andrew Rule. To get to the rap chains go 30m past the cairn at
which you descend to the Deliverance chains. Scramble down R-
leaning (facing out) ramp to ledge. Go L (facing out) along ledge
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about 15m to chains. Double ropes required.
 * The Last Post 22 83m

Starts at detatched leaning pillar R of Great
Expectations.1a) 8m Up crack on leaning tower to BB. 2) 30m (crux)
Step across void and straight into strenuous R leaning crack. Con-
tinue desperately R to pull around bulge, then up to ramp. 3) 10m
Face and crack to large ledge. 4) 20m Crack at R end of ledge, and
ramp and headwall. 5) 15m Finish up arete as for FC.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule 11/96
 * LP Variant 21 83m

2a) 30m 21 Launch into the diagonal crack as for LP, but
pike out of the strenuous bulge and climb straight up to a ledge. 3)
20/21 Up thin seam to another big ledge. 4) Finish as for FC.
 Mark Gommers
 * Fallen Comrades 20 50m

The dominant feature on Remembrance Wall - very
exposed. Good when clean, will need a wirebrush after the wet. Starts
at SAS memorial plaque 25m above the ground. 1) 35m Corner to
ledge. Strenuously up steep handcrack to ramp. 2) Up crack in short
face then arete on L.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Kinbacher (alt) 11/96
 FC Variant Start

1) As for LP P1. 2a) Traverse 20m R to SAS plaque and
chains.
 Mark Gommers
  The Final RV 15 80m

Brett Pybus’ last route. Access is from chains - make sure to
rap 25m from the second set. The route starts on your R. 1) Up R
crack, then step L into L crack. Continue up, then step back R and
up to ledge on arete (BB). 2) Up 2m then step L into short corner.
Up corner to ledge then scramble to next ledge. 3) Up short but steep
face (FH) to ramp then corner. Up corner, then ramp then veer R to
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below headwall. 4) Pull over overhang, then climb V corner.
 Mark Gommers, Brett Pybus (alt) 3/96
 FRV Variants

3a) 19 8m Thin crack 3m L of corner. Mark Gommers,
Andrew Gillson, Colin Crowe, Jon Louis 3/97

4a) 19 9m Undercling wide diagonal crack. Mark
Gommers, Brett Pybus 3/96

4b) 19/20 10m Steep finger crack on L to short V corner.
Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule 10/96
 Acacia Wall

A very pleasantly located area with sterling potential,
especially harder face routes. I think it goes into the shade later but it
would get some tree shade in the morning. To get there walk all the
way across the top of the crag, (see Colorado and Great Wall direc-
tions) till you’re above the sharp ridgeline. There is a steep sided gully
on the R which leads to a small wall with good potential. To get to
Acacia don’t go down this gully but continue on past a tree in a tiny
saddle and into a gully containing a chasm with a giant chockstone
over the top. Go across this, scramble down blocks on the LHS
(facing out) of the chasm, then down the wall of the chasm. This last
section is a bit tricky and a bit loose so take care.
 * Pooky Love 16 25m

You know the sort: “I weely weely wuv wu I weely doo”.
Looks great. L of the chasm is a shallow R - facing corner below a
clean orange face and two roofs. Corner to thin crack then up this.
Take lots of RP’s. DBB.
 Mark Witham, Deb Churches 2/93

This wall has all sorts of potential, and further L there is
another which looks great.
 * Steep Dietrich 15 15m

Start at the black open book corner 5m R of the chasm. Up,
R to hand crack and L to an airy exit.
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 M Retallick, Jon Penna 5/95
 Offspring 20 9m

Harder than it looks! Starts at a small corner 6m R of the
gully, 15m R of PL. Easily up corner to gain L-leaning handcrack.
Strenuously up crack to ledge.
 Mark Gommers, Mark Retallick, Ellen Kemp, Amber Rule, Zachary
Von Kemp 4/95

Maybe the previous two routes share the same start?
 * Skin Graft 19 15m

Tape! Pretty obvious crack about 15m R of SD.
 M Retallick, C Hughes, C McSwann, G Woodbridge 5/95
 Skin Graft Variant Start 19 15m

Start 2m R of Skin Graft, thin crack for 3m then L to main
crack and finish as for SG.
 M Retallick, C Hughes, G Woodbridge 5/95
 Physmid 21 16m

Looks pretty fierce. The large corner crack about 15m R of
SG with an overhanging top section.
 M Retallick, C Hughes, C McSwann 5/95
 ** Green Lantern 21 15m

This is worth doing. Nice face climbing up the wall 5m R of
P with 5 FH’s. Up crack to second FH, L 1m then up fingery face.
 M Retallick 9/95
 Butterfly Wall

Butterfly Wall is the steep wall below Acacia Wall. Get to it
from Acacia by going down towards the ridgeline. There are only a
few routes here but potential for more overhanging lines in the mid
20’s though they will need a fair bit of cleaning.
 Green Ants 15 13m

Up the obvious hand crack which splits at half height.
 M Retallick 10/95
 * Singer 17 10m
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Start at the open book corner and finger crack 20m R of
GA. Up, then go R at the roof.
 M Retallick 10/95
 * Singer Variant 17 10m

Start as for S, go l 2m at the top and run it out up the face
to the tree.
 M Retallick 10/95
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Castle Hill
OK, I’ll tell you the truth - Castle Hill is a pile of choss. But

the truth is, it’s a really good one. How many cities have  multipitch
routes over 100m within a kilometre of the CBD? The positions are
fantastic, overlooking the city, the beautiful curve of Rowes Bay and
the islands. The climbing is good apart from the coarseness of the
rock and the feeling that every second hold is going to snap off. On
lead this lends a pretty intense focus, which, when you reach a belay,
zooms out to the eucalypts in the late afternoon light and the wind
whispering through the subtly coloured Kangaroo grass. It all
combines to create a wilderness experience quite out of proportion to
the amount of wilderness.

Most of it is not dangerously loose - just small flakes, and
coupled with the high percentage of bolts it makes for exciting sport
climbing. However this is not always the case so give loose looking
blocks the benefit of the doubt. Some of the routes, especially
Transmogrifier and Saint and Sinner, climb above the walking track -
TAKE EXTREME CARE on these routes not to knock anything
onto walkers below. If you are belaying watch the track and get your
leader to pause as people walk below. I can’t stress this too much -
someone could be seriously injured or killed, and of course the
climbing would be shut down.

Shade. Castle Hill generally goes into the shade about 2:30
(earlier in summer and later in winter), Vision gets shade a bit earlier
and Sinner and the Saint a bit later. Another option for full shade of
course is doing the routes at night. The lights come on about 7:30
and, as some Qld Uni Rockclimbing Club members on Vision found
out, go out at 12. Could be good on one of those warm tropical
nights. Also remember you can get cold waiting on the belays of the
multipitches, even during the day.
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To get to the base of the routes there are three options: 1) Park at the
pullout just after you start up the hill itself and take the track that
heads off a little way uphill. 2) Park at the top and walk down the
‘Goat Track’ from the furthest upper lookout (or the closed restaurant
just down from the top), taking the LH option half way down. This
is the best choice for the multipitch routes as you’re usually topping
out at dusk and just hop into your car. 3) Park at the top of Hillside
St and walk up, heading R. The quickest for single pitch routes. This
is not a complete guide, there are a fair few things initialled which
have been lost in the swirling mists of time. These are referred to on
Lee’s Website. Then again, they may have been forgotten for a reason.
Where ascentionists are uncredited they are unknown. The first
routes are on the LH wall with the arch, right next to  the track. (see
topo on back page) There is a set of chains on top of the buttress
above Mr Krinkle.
 “O” 18 20m i

Apparently better than it looks. Starts 3m L of GiT, a
bouldery start with a thin, rusty bolt then up the line of flared
pockets. Take big cams.
 * Good in Tension 19 20m S

Starts at the LH side of the wall with the arch, at the big
trail arrow painted on the rock. Take double ropes and an alert
belayer - the hold you clip the second bolt off looks like it’s going to
break one day. Up and R, back L a little at the top to chains - better
to rap than lower. 5 FH’s
 Lee Skidmore 5/98

People have done some bouldering on this wall, principially
a traverse under the next two routes after the floods remodelled the
central section.
 ** Have a Nice Day, I’m Off to New Zealand 23 10m S

Really good and solid for the grade. Starts at the RH end of
the arch. A bouldery start then up and R to the roof. The nut on the
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bolt above the roof may be loose. Diagonally L to the massive chains.
 Scott Bewley, Anthony Timms  11/97
 * Mr Krinkle 25 10m

Burly and a bit loose just like the dog hisself. Up HaND to
it’s 3rd FH then up (2 Friend, long sling where there’s a small plant)
1.5m and traverse R 1.5m to pocket (tiny plant) and good small
wires. A neat dynamic crux up to the R of these. Unfortunately no
chains on top as yet, so traverse L to those on HaND.     Me 7/98

The next three routes are on the Pyramid Pinnacle, which is
between this wall and the main face, L of the start of Vision. Walk
along the track to the main face then back up. It’s better to rap than
lower off the routes.
 Macca’s for Breakfast 12 12m S

A good first lead or warm up. Located on the side of the
Pyramid Pinnacle facing Vision. Start 1m from the L arete. Up the
delicate slab and over roof, 4 FH’s.
Simon Thorogood 1/99
 The Eye of Ra 21/22 12m S

Located around L of MFB on the seaward facing side of the
pinnacle. Climb the gently overhanging finger crunching face past
2FH (crux). Trend L clipping the third FH from where the climb
eases slightly, then move up the easy slab (2 FH) to chains.
 Bradley Mann 1/99
 Heiroglyphics 18/19 11m S

Starts 5m R of TEoR, around the next side of the pinnacle.
Clip the 1st FH and climb onto face before heading L around the
arete and up the vertical face, avoiding any of the large cheat-stones
for your feet (FH). Up, clipping 3rd FH off a LH mono before
reaching for the arete. Continue up the arete (2FH) before traversing
(crux) around bulge clipping tricky 5th FH. Now up the overhanging
wall on jugs to chains.
 Nathan Bolton 1/99
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 ** Vision Variant Start 18 30m
A great fingery slab. Up the slab L of the first 2 pitches of

Vision to DBB 5m L of V’s 2nd belay. Start 2m R of chimney past
2FH then up and L to horizontal slot and natural gear. Up through
rooflet and face past 3 more FH to belay below a line of rusty carrots.
 ** Vision 18/19 70m S (wire)

The most travelled (especially since its rebolting in ’98) and
therefore most solid multipitch. A great afternoon’s excursion. 1) 18
20m The arete to the bushy ledge (chains at the back), a medium
wire at the top. A bit runout and insecure.  2) 17 15m Up the
pocketed vertical wall then R onto the runout (but easy) slab and up
to chains on the L. 3) (crux) 35m Up from the belay and traverse R
to the corner. It’s best to unclip the 1st or 2nd bolt and take a sling
for the one on the R wall. I’ve done a direct from the R of the belay
to the 2nd bolt which cuts out drag but has no gear. Take 12 draws.
There’s chains on top but I’ve heard of people’s ropes not pulling.
 Stu Davies, Jason Blake, John Blake (alt) 10 and 11/93
Rusty Bolts 23? 35m

The blunt arete L of the 3rd pitch of V, and above the last
route, with the eponymous brown carrots. Hospital’s just at the end
of the street.
 One for the Kids 18 13m S

Starts about 7m R of  V. Three black FH then R to rings.
 Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton 4/98
 One for the Kids 18 27m (Trad version)

Up past the bolts and L up the steepening slab to mantle
ledge. Continue  (crucial 21/2 Friend) up and L past 4th FH to finish
up the thin crack at the top of the first pitch of V. Chains at the back
of the ledge or continue up V.   Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton 4/98

 Ingrid Ward enjoying the immaculate stone of Transmogrifier (19), Pitch
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3, Castle Hill. Cameron Cusworth lashed to the belay.
 Coming of Age 21/22 (reachy) 13m S

Completed on Lee’s 21st. The next line of FH, just L of the
tree, to the same rings as OFK (sport). Up and L to the 2nd FH then
straight up.
 Lee Skidmore 31/5/98
 ** Transmogrifier 19 115m

Transmogrifying. Great varied climbing but concerningly
loose in places. Also a bit runout at times. Take 14 draws and 5
hangers. The bolts are a little small as they have only 8mm shafts but
seem to be working so far. The belays are beefy 12mm numbers. The
hangerless bolts are expansion bolts and the hangers go on a bit tight.
I think RP ones are the best. If you’re seconding be aware that what
feels like a FH may well be removable. Shouldn’t have told you that,
I’ve just lost my source of free brackets. 1) (crux) 45m Start at the
tree R of CoA. Bridge up using the tree and traverse R into the
groove (optional 21/2 Friend but it’s easy). Up tending R, the slab
then steep wall on devious holds to chains. 2) 17 30m R from the
belay and up the thin crackline past some solid natural gear to chain
belay on hollow ledge. 3) 16 40m Up the crackline following it R to
join SatS for it’s last 3 hangerless bolts - hard to see. Climbs the wall
L of the major groove L of the saint. DBB back a little. I recommend
staying roped for the final scramble up the gully to the lookout.
 Joe Kippax, Scott Bewley 8/98

There’s some bouldering on the overhanging boulder next
to the track, the R arete is I think about V1 and the problem on the L
is V3 or 4, topping out on a fortuitous spike on the lip to the R. The

 Clockwise from top L: Lee Skidmore on the FA of Synergy (20), West
End Quarry. Photo Steve Baskerville. Steve Baskerville repeating Basalt
Assault (18), West End Quarry. Photo Lee Skidmore. Jason Shaw and
Tristan Baskerville on Pitch 3 of Vision (18), Castle Hill. Photo Steve
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Baskerville.
traverse is undone as far as I know and will be harder than V6 at a
guess.
 *** Saint and Sinner 21 115m

The crag classic. The first and third pitches are great. The
rock gets better the higher you go. It starts just uphill on the R of the
main face, above the big pandanus. Take 14 draws and 5 brackets.
The bolts are a little small as they have only 8mm shafts but seem to
be working so far. And there’s lots of them. The belays are beefy
12mm numbers. *NB. Joe has also bolted a project which starts to
the L of the big pandanus, on the toe of the buttress, and crosses SatS
at about it’s 5th bolt, heading on R through a roof and up finishing R
of the saint. It should be about 23. 1) 30m (equal crux) Diagonally
out L and up the side of the planet. The last bolt may be lacking a
hanger. Hanging chain belay. 2) 18 20m Up, R out the scoop and
onto the slab. Back diagonally L to chains. 3) (equal crux) 30m Up
and R out the heavily bolted traverse (it was bolted for aid but went
free), straight up, then an unlikely looking traverse L at the flake. Into
the groove, up it and R around the final roof to chains. 4) 16 35m
Up the crack (2 FH) and up to find a line of hangerless bolts L of the
major groove L of the saint. On the 2nd ascent with Ingrid Ward it
got dark on the last belay. I couldn’t find the bolts so I led the groove
on the right in bare feet by the lights of the city. It’s got no gear.
 Joe Kippax (led all), Anthony Timms 5/98
Uphill of the start of SatS is an old aid route and a corner line which
may have been done. Further up is a 3 pitch, 70m project of Brad
Mann’s which will be about 21.

Now over to the slabs on the lower L of the RH lump of
Castle Hill. There are some initialled lines: S, then 2m R is DI; 2m R
again is FF (very faint)
 FF 15 25m i

Up orange slab to tiny curving corner (pro possible) then
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straight over overlap and up the slab on flexing flakes to a thin rusty
bolt. Up slab (cams) to big break below headwall. Through the easiest
section of this to big ledge and natural pro belay. Walk off down
gully.
 * Unless We Forget 18 35m

An ANZAC day memorial climb. Start 5m R of FF. Take a
full rack of cams and small wires. Up slab for 2.5m to single pocket
then run it out easily to stance and first FH. A couple of tricky slab
moves to the 2nd FH then up and slightly R to pocket (small wire).
Up another few m to pocket. Now a long runout up an easy slab to
below overhang. Traverse L about 3m below overhang until it eases
and finish as for FF past a big cam in a horizontal.
 Lee Skidmore 4/98

Nathan Bolton has picked up a 5 pitch project of Joe
Kippax’s up the middle of this lump. There is obvious potential for
other lines through the roof.
 The Bigfoot Boulder

A pleasantly located boulder with a pumpy traverse (about
V3) and a few good up problems. Landings are generally OK (some
are bad and some of the problems are high) but slope away downhill
so a spotter will be appreciated. Park at the end of Skully St, off of
Knapp St, where the dirt track begins. Walk straight uphill to a trail
leading R. Follow this across the dry creek (or walk the pipe...). Go
uphill on the far side of the creek, heading slightly R towards another
smaller drainage. The Bigfoot Boulder is in this second drainage. It’s
about half way up Castle Hill and should only take you 5 to 10
minutes to walk there. It seems like you could park at the top and
walk down from the closed restaurant, but you’d want to have an idea
of where you were heading. Gets early morning and late afternoon
shade.
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Largely developed by Lee Skidmore, these crags are not the sort of
places you’d travel interstate to go to, but if you’re living in town or at
the Uni they are convenient alternatives which offer some variety.

An area on the back of Castle Hill which
gets some morning shade with rock reminiscent of the glorious
Kangaroo Point (that means generally poxy). The deserted quarry
likes to have people appreciate it, get down there and have some fun.
There’s a few worthwhile routes, some of them are on hangerless
expansion bolts; 45 degree RP hangers generally go on these but not
always (angle the hanger relative to the face of the bolt). The large
Adrenalin hangers or the ones with the kangaroo on them go on
easily. 90 degree PFH hangers don’t go on and you may have trouble
with the 45 degree PFH’s. Park at the carpark at the end of Echlin St.
A large broken wall is pretty much in front of you - luckily this is not
it! (though there are a few possibilities here for the truly desperate).
Walk up the road skirting the locked gate. At the top is an area on the
L with the following routes. It gets morning sun and afternoon shade.
The routes are on the LH wall facing you, the wall on the R has no
routes.
 * Basalt Assault 18 14m S

Interesting climbing on a wide dyke of the only basalt
around. After breaking off 4 holds in the first 2m I found Lee’s
description of ‘near perfect sport climbing’ just a touch
overenthusiastic. 3 FH’s, traverse L to the chain right at the end.
 Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton 11/98

The corner to the R might make a nice gentle route.
 * Synergy 20 17m

A good face with a memorable finish. Starts about 10m R of
BA up a corner, a few m L of an overhung arete. Up the corner
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(medium Friend out L), clip the bolt and mantel the pedestal on the
L. Take the diagonal crack and face holds out R and up to a strong
topout. The nut on the last bolt is loose. One bolt back 5m and
treelets.
 Lee Skidmore, Steve Baskerville, Jason Shaw 11/98
 * Quark 23 17m

A couple of good slaps up the overhung arete, start on the
RHS. Up solid rock to a hold-your-breath mantle over the last roof
(the large flake on the L is loose)
 Me (TR) 8/99 Anyone’s welcome to bolt it.
 Crazy Like a Fox 17 16m

Must have been to lead this onsight! A pumpy layback (is
there any other sort?) up a fist-width crack a few m R of the arete,
then short slab, corner and slab.
 Lee Skidmore, Danny Peters 11/98

The wall to the R of the top of the road offers 3 routes,
morning shade and positively bristles with potential, including a fist-
crack through the roof. Why wait? Routes listed from R to L.

I’ve TR’d the slabby wall below the diagonal roof about 10m
R of Solar Power at about 21, it’s got nice rock but turns to choss at
the roof.
 * Solar Power 21 18m

I don’t recommend leading this route as you have to place
gear in a very large loose block. Starts at the black wall below the R
side of the major overhang with cracklines through it. Steeply up to
first bolt (small cam) then slightly L and up to finger crack, up and L
to wide horizontal, great crux move then bolt and finish up the crack.
Tree belay well back.
 Lee Skidmore, Jason Shaw, Steve Baskerville 11/98

You need to bring a second rope for the next two routes as
the anchors are trees about 50m back.
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 Oven Roasted 12 20m
“It’s not the worst climb in Townsville... but it’s close”

(Steve). Steve spent a long time cleaning this line until he finally gave
up in disgust. He then managed to convince Jase, who otherwise
appears to be an intelligent being, to lead it. The dirt-filled crack up
the slab about 30m L of SP, with reasonable pro.
 Jason Shaw, Steve Baskerville 11/98
 Too Hot to Stop 15 20m

Would be worth the star if it was freshly brushed, as it is it’s
pretty horrible. Watch out for loose holds. Starts about 10m L of OR,
in the shade of the tree. Take 5 brackets.
Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton, Steve Baskerville 11/98
There is another cliff above and behind this one with no routes yet.

Another small crag near the university with a nice setting,
good for students living on campus without a car - though you’d
want a bicycle. The rock is volcanic bubbly stuff with some nice big
huecos. It’s generally poor quality but is slightly different to other the
other crags around. As all the routes have runout finishes this makes
them potentially dangerous leads. The wall is in the sun all day in
winter and gets late afternoon shade in summer. Take long setup
ropes as the tree anchors are a ways back, and padding as the rock is
rough. There are hangerless expansion bolts here; 45 degree RP
hangers hangers generally go on these but not always (angle the
hanger relative to the face of the bolt). The large Adrenalin 90 degree
hangers or the ones with the kangaroo on them go on easily. 90
degree PFH hangers don’t go on and you may have trouble with the
45 degree PFH’s. Some nuts may be loose; just wind them out, slip
on the hanger and do them up again.

To get there continue on Angus Smith Drive past the Uni
turnoff, where the road turns to dirt. 2.5 klm after this is the water
treatment plant on the R, just after a large green storage tank on the
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L. The wall is now visible uphill on the L. It’s the lower, darker wall
not the little light coloured one up high. At 3.2 klm there is a 40klm/
h sign and the gate to the firing range. Turn L onto the small dirt
road 15m before this and park (or keep driving if you’re in a 4WD).
Follow the road up the switchback to the large electricity pylon. The
crag is to the R of this (you are at the top).
 * Binocular Pocket 13 11m

Some nice big huecos. Up the flaky face (BR) to huecos (10
Hex) and straight up to the binocular pocket (6 Hex). Maybe a very
large cam could be useful.
 Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton, Steve Baskerville 10/98
 * Small Wonder 14 12m

Starts 2m R of BP. Two BRs. Up past the bolts, optional 21/
2 Friend in pocket, slightly L and through the rooflet, run it out
carefully up the easy slab.
 Philippa Newton, Lee Skidmore, Steve Baskerville 10/98
 Small Wonder Direct Start

To grade it would be demeaning. Says in a word what it’s
taken this whole book to say. The thin mantelly move between the
boulders, simultaneously defining and redefining climbing in the
North. Steve Baskerville, of course.
 * Nasty But Nourishing 21 13m

Starts 2m R of SW at a short corner crack. Up this (21/2
Friend) and undercling the pocket (#5 Camalot) to clip the FH. If
you don’t have a #5 Camalot you can get your belayer on the ledge
with the Friend ready to jump. The clip is not too bad but it may be
reachy. Move R several moves then rock back L. Up the runout but
easy slab (sling possible). At the FH you can also go L onto the slope
and up, maybe a grade easier.
 Lee Skidmore 11/98
 ** Triple Connection 17 16m

Good climbing linking 3 bolts of 3 routes. Up BP to the
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BR, R to SW’s 2nd BR and diagonally R with your hands over the
top of the bulge to clip NBN’s FH at chest height. Up (crux) and run
it out carefully up the easy slab, sling possible.
 Lee Skidmore, Jason Shaw, Steve Baskerville 10/98

There is a short sitstart V2 on the steep little wall below.
 Idle Apathy 18 13m

The arete about 9m R of NBN with one bolt and concern-
ing natural gear. Up the easy corner crack, L under the pillar, clip the
bolt carefully and climb diagonally R and up.
 Lee Skidmore (TR) 11/98 Jason Shaw, Steve Baskerville 12/98

There is a nice boulder problem up the face L of the arete in
the gully behind the routes.

Lee’s Website has more info on these than I’ve included
here. There’s some fun buildering to be found on the uni, also there’s
granite boulders in a creekbed out the back of the uni. Take the 4WD
(or high clearance 2WD, or mountain bike or, heaven forbid,
walking) track southwest from the furthest part of the ring road, then
the next obvious L turn. Follow this till you come to the creekbed
and up this past a few small walls to a boulder large enough to hurt
yourself off, which has Desperately Wanting V2 up the R arete and
Crimpathon V3 up the L of the face. The face in between has been
TR’d by Jason Shaw. Most of the other problems are very short.

University Wall is like a tiny, chossy fragment of Stuart. If
you can get to Stuart there’s not much reason to go here, but if you’re
living on campus without a car... it’s there. Which was reason enough
for Hillary. To get to University Wall take the second major RH
branch off the creek (before the bouldering), follow it steeply uphill
for 5 min to a small slabby cliff with an overhang. Since the fires it’s

 Philippa Newton sailing up Stone Goddess (14), Romance Corner,
Kissing Point. Photo Lee Skidmore.
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easier to walk up on the RHS of the creek. i in this case stands for the
small orange triangles which mark the start of the routes.
 Off Campus 15 6m

At the far RH end of the wall is a detatched pinnacle, starts
0.5m L of the R arete. Steve set out to lead it onsight but ended up
soloing it.
 Steve Baskerville 9/98
 Pass Conceded 8 5m i
            Short slabby corner behind the pinnacle on small wires to tree
belay. Pick the line of most resistance or the grade will decrease (!)
 Jason Shaw 8/98
 Crack Anatomy 101 8 10m i

About 20m L of PC is an obvious big black corner. Up
short slab to crack, up past ledges to big ledge at base of good crack
on l wall of corner. Good cams up this to small tree then mind the
loose stuff. Tree belay off L.
 Philippa Newton, Lee Skidmore (onsight) 8/98

The obvious crack is yet to be done, Steve says the top crack
out R actually looks OK from rap.

Top L: Lee Skidmore on the crux of Nasty But Nourishing on the 1st
ascent. Photo Steve Baskerville. Top R quarter (clockwise): Andrew
Thorogood on Pitch 2 of Transmogrifier (19), Castle Hill; Me on FA Mr
Krinkle (25), Castle Hill - Photo Pip Newton; Mt Stuart Xantherea, The
mighty Colorado Wall, Mt Stuart.  Lower R: Pete Donelly atop Hervey’s
Range, Photo Nathan Bolton. Lower L quarter (clockwise): What
happened when I fell off the very last move of Tit for Tat. (You can still
get the placement in); What happened when Pete Donnely fell off of
Swinging in a Sunday Sea Breeze... this biner doesn’t close because it
clipped itself through Pete’s foot, around his achilles tendon, and left him
hanging. (Pete I’ve still got this biner wherever you are.); Ingrid Ward on
the first belay of Transmogrifier, Castle Hill.
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 ** The Graduation 18/19 13m i
A serious lead - don’t fall off this one! Start at base of blunt

arete, follow cracks to roof, straight through this on RP’s and care-
fully straight up to a great tree and Friend belay.
 Lee Skidmore, Jason Shaw, Pip Newton (onsight) 8/98
 *** Just a Piece of Paper 18 8m

Crisp edges on the nicest rock here. The light coloured face
reaching R into the corner and finishing on holds on the little arete.
Anyone’s welcome to bolt it.
 Me, Jason Shaw (TR) 9/99
  * Purely Academic 17/18 15m i

The crack through the roof, using holds on the R.
 Jason Shaw, Steve Baskerville 8/98
 Thinking Cap 20 15m i

Start about 4m L of PA, the corner in the roofs. Small cams
essential, one out left.
 Lee Skidmore 8/98
  * Campus Freak 7 10m i

About 7m L of TC. Slab with rooflet.
 Steve Baskerville, Jason Shaw 8/98
 School’s Out 1! 10m i

4m L.
 Steve Baskerville, Jason Shaw 8/98

A pleasant small crag located at the end of The Strand, close
to everything and a gentle introduction to seacliff climbing. A nice
place to spend an afternoon, but watch the rock. Park at the end of
the Strand furthest from the city, and walk L (facing the ocean). For
the routes in The Coridoor keep walking - low tide is easiest - or go
down as for Romance Corner and continue R. For Romance Corner
drive to the end of Mitchell St, into the Barracks and R at the end
and up the hill. Park here and walk down the slippy path.
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Spectator Wall
 Kiss and Make Up 11 8m

Not too bad for a mini route. Start 7m L of the obvious
bolted arete, and below a small overlap. Up to and through this on
the big jug. Take a small cam.
 Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton, Erik Smits, Took Smits 7/98
 Pogue Mah One (Kiss My Ass) 8 10m

It might be more fun. The shallow corner 4m L of the arete
with little to recommend it.
 Dave Ahmelman, Andrew Rule 4/96
 * Simply Irrekissable 17 10m

Nice rock and good gear. Up the smooth face 3.5m L of the
arete, just L of a tiny corner. On the FA Lee didn’t use the crack on
the R for gear, which made it a scary lead but seems a little silly as
you’re climbing about 20 cm away from it. Take small Friends. Chain
belay R.
 Lee Skidmore 7/96
 * Kissing Cousins 8 11m

Very pleasant. Twin cracks 2.5m L of the arete to small
corner. Chains.
 Andrew Rule, Dave Ahmelman, Mark Gommers 4/96
 ** Hugs and Kisses 6 12m

What could be better? A good beginners route or first lead.
Crackline 1.5m L of arete. Chains.
Mark Gommers, Dave Ahmelman, Andrew Rule 4/96
 * Kissing Kermit 10 12m

Start up corner just L of the arete to face crack. Chains.
 Zachary Von Kemp, Mark Gommers 4/96
 *** Swinging in a Sunday Sea Breeze 21 11m

Good climbing by any standard. Up the arete past 5 FH,
with a move R to the block in the middle and back L soon after. Take
two left arms and watch that loose block in the middle.
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 Scott Bewley 4/97
There’s a very small steep bouldering wall nearby.

 Kiss it All Goodbye 14 15m
The corner just R, apparently with good pro. The loose and

dirty finish can be avoided by a ramp to the L.
 Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton 10/98
 Kiss the Knife 7? 10m

4m R of  KiAG, the sharp arete with reasonable pro in the
first half.
 U. Known 97
 Kiss of Death 14 15m

Seriously delicate. Broken slab 7m L of the next route
keeping L of mini corner to undercling slot (pro). Over this to chossy
slab and top.
 Lee Skidmore 8/96
 * Kiss of the Spider Woman 17 15m

The nice slabby corner with 3 FH’s and wires. A bit loose at
the top. FH and fence belay.
 Mark Gommers, Ellen Kemp 4/96
 * French Kiss 18 17m

Interesting. Diagonally R to the FH, Friend in the groove
and wire above it, and another FH to the top.
 Andrew Rule, Mark Gommers 7/97
 The Long Kiss Goodnight 13 16m

Up the ramp just R of the vine and L of PnF to the corner.
Not quite enough good gear.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Rule 7/97
 * Pash ‘n’ Fruit 18 16m

Fun. Up to and pop over 1st roof (FH), pass the next roof
on it’s L side (FH). Easy but not well protected climbing leads up and
L at the top to a small corner. Take RP’s.
 Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton 7/98
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 Kiss the Sky 15 16m
Keith Van Den Broek deserves a special mention for pulling the crux
off this route. 4m R of PnF past a small V groove (pro) then slab to
ledge. Easily to below R side of overhang. Punch straight through
(contrived) and up the middle of the slab on RP’s; or dodge it by
stepping R (subtract two grades). May be vegetated if it hasn’t been
climbed in a while.
 Lee Skidmore 8/96
Middle Wall Leftside
 Hall of Worlds 15 25m

The top overhang is the business, the rest is the means.
Starts 6m left of detatched block 15m L of the Corridor. Through
blackened rock and tiny overhang to big ledge below larger overhang.
Now through middle of this overhang (a bit contrived).
 Lee Skidmore 10/96
 The Gauntlet 10 10m

About 4m R of HoW. Steep wall 3m L of detatched block
to ledge, then directly up past deep slots to ledge and scramble off.
 Lee Skidmore (solo) 10/96
 Red Carpet Treatment 8 23m

Nice, long and easy. Middle of face 1m L of detatched
block, 2-3m R of TG. Tend R up the slabby rock following pockets
and then past nice cracks / slots near top. Continue up short flaky
pillar to belay seat.
 Lee Skidmore 10/96
The Corridor

An obvious feature with a few steeper routes. There is a
single FH a ways back from the edge, back it up with a 31/2 Friend
(21/2 will do) and #6 Hex (maybe a #9 Rock will do). Don’t bridge
off the far wall and try not to hit it if you come off. (I’m not sure how
you’re supposed to do that.)
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*  Walls Closing In 15 10m
The flakeline on the LHS with one bolt. Half Friend is

handy. It’s easier but not as good if you stray off L at the bolt. Belay’s
up and R.
 Lee Skidmore, 5/98
 * Tonsil Hockey 14 10m

Quite well protected on wires until the end, anyone’s
welcome to chuck a bolt in at the top to make it more accessable to
those leading the grade. Up about 3m R of WCI to the LHS of a
depression, up through two bulges to little headwall.
 Me, Steve Baskerville 8/99
 * Abyssal 15 10m

Interesting climbing on weird rock. The topout’s a bit of a
worry. Up about 4m R of TH past 2 FH’s and a small Friend you
don’t want to fall on.
 Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton, Took Smits, Erik Smits 7/98
Middle Wall Rightside
 Romeo 12 30m

Smooth wall (crux) past a slot to small ledge. Step L, then
up small corner to ledge. Up face behind.
 Mark Gommers, Andrew Kinbacher 6/96
 Juliet 9 30m

A walk. Start at detatched wall 5m R of R. Arete to ledge,
then shallow groove to face.
 Andrew Kinbacher, Mark Gommers 6/96
Romance Corner

Not very romantic, actually it looks like pox but Steve
assures me some of the climbs are OK. Easiest access from the
barracks as described above. There is a single FH (back it up!) above
the main wall.
 Unrequited Love 13 13m
The smoothest section of slab on the seaward-facing wall. Start near
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wide crack at base of vague blocky corner. Ramble up just R of the
blocky corner to below smooth slab. Up the nice slab past a #2 RP.
 Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton 9/98
 One Dozen Roses 12 13m

Starts in the middle of the wall (3m R of UL and 5m L of
S). Very easily up blocky ledges and cracks for the first 8m to weak-
ness in bulge (big gear). Step out onto headwall trending slightly L to
the top.
 Lee Skidmore, Philippa Newton 9/98
 * Sampson 10 15m

A nice beginners route. The crack 5m L of the arete. A bit
runout in the upper half.
 Mark Gommers, Dave Ahmelman, Andrew Rule 4/96
 Delilah 10 15m

The face between S and the arete with sparse protection.
Take a 0.5 Friend.                       Mark Gommers 4/96
 * Stone Goddess 14 10m

Only about 4m of nice, photogenic climbing to a disgust-
ingly loose topout. One FH.
 Mark Gommers 4/96
 Consenting Adults 8 10m

Horrible diagonal crack with vegetated top half.
 Andrew Rule, Dave Ahmelman, Mark Gommers 4/96
 Romantic Interlude 12 6m

Handcrack in buttress at top of descent gully. Some have
had more trouble getting to the route than climbing it.
 Mark Gommers 4/96

           These areas are hardly minor, being probably the largest lumps
in the region, but have seen little development. There are descriptions
of the areas and a route on Lee’s Website, and Madoc has found some
nice bouldering over the top. Get out there and check it out!
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What more could you ask for? Beachside climbing on a
tropical island. The vivid blue of the ocean, the deep green of the
hoop pines and the solid grey of the boulders combine to make
Maggie a uniquely beautiful place. There are some fine routes still to
be done, but though there is a lot of rock only a small percentage of it
pulls itself together into routes. There is a heap of bouldering, from
barefoot on the beaches to highball problems with terminal
landings.The bouldering at Alma Bay is probably the best in
Townsville, though apparently Huntingfield Bay, round the far side
of the island has some spectacular stuff but you need a boat to get
there. If you’re wandering around the bush watch out for Death
Adders. These camouflaged snakes are lie-and-wait predators, so they
will not get out of your way. Mobile phones do not work on most of
the island. The clinic is at Nelly Bay on the main road (47785107),
there is also an Ambulance on the island. Dial 000 in an emergency.

                             The climbing at Rocky Bay offers half a dozen
worthwhile routes at a good range of grades. Rocky Bay is also an
established nude beach, though with the usual prevalence of over-
weight overcurious men. Even so, keep an eye on your belayer. The
harder routes though short are intense. All routes are naturally
protected but it’s easy to set up topropes on anything. Take padding
to protect your ropes from the harshness of the granite. Shade can be
found all day, but mostly in the afternoon.

To get to Rocky Bay you can walk from the Picnic Bay ferry
terminal (the vehicular ferry comes in at Geoffrey Bay) or catch a
taxi. A taxi is about $5, cheaper than the bus if you’ve got 4 people
and the bus won’t drop you at the top of the hill. Get the taxi to drop
you off at the lookout above Coconuts - the first time you see the sea
when heading around to Nelly Bay - and walk down the rough track
which starts on the seaward side of the large boulder with a nice
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looking slab on the back. If the tide is very high you’ll have to
scramble over the rocks for about 100m to the climbing. To walk -
about 20 mins - head R off the jetty to the end of the mall, L and
first R. At the end of this street a National parks track takes off. (A
path heads off L immediately which goes to Rocky Bay but the
following route is not much longer and is easier to describe.) Follow
the NP track towards the lookout then at the saddle go L and down
to the bay. This approach is better at high tide as you don’t have to
scramble over the rocks. The routes are on the large block pretty
much in the middle of the beach at low tide, the L of the beach on a
very high tide. Someone may have done Nature’s Finest before as I
found a pair of tape gloves there. I don’t think they did Brudl cos I
removed a loose block from one of the crucial jams. There is a bunch
of fun barefoot beach bouldering - try the bumcrack or the infuriat-
ing run-and-jump problem on the whale boulder. Further L, out the
headland there are a myriad of highball problems with almost as
many crippling landings, and even the odd short safe one, this stuff
best on a low tide. Routes described R to L.
 *** Brudl 26/7 9m

Brudlly good. On the RHS of the block. Starts up the
lowest finger crack, up to the horizontal, a move R and up the off-
finger crack. Finish L into the corner. Me 5/99 TR then led on
preplaced gear.
 * Why Aren’t They Naked? 15 16m

Up the nice thin crack up the middle of the front face to the
horizontal (opposing wires), R and mantel. Up the corner back L.
 Keith Van Den Broek, Steve Baskerville 5/99
 Gropefest 8 15m

Up the L arete and R onto the slab. Up the flake. A little
loose and not well protected.
 Steve Baskerville, Jason Shaw, Me 5/99
 ** Nature’s Finest 22 15m

The striking handcrack on the LHS of the block, going R to
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the jugs as soon as you can. #7 Hex goes in well.
Me, Steve Baskerville, Jason Shaw 5/99
 ** Curlew 23 16m

Lots of fuss to get not very far. The crack all the way to
Preapologised, finishing up it. Gets all day shade
  Me, Rick Wittkopp, Peter Trezona 6/99
 Preapologised 18 10m

The diagonal offset fistcrack. It’s not a warmup and it’s not
fun. I’m sorry about this climb. Me 5/99
 * Not Without Jase 20 8m

To the L of the main block is a clean leaning layback corner
that splits into two cracks on the top wall. Jase provided excellent
entertainment on 2nd. #7 Hex goes in well. This route may have
been done before by Lifeline Simon.
 Me, Jason Shaw, Steve Baskerville 5/99
Big Hairy Armpit 8 8m

As good as it sounds. The broken corner R of  NWJ.
 Steve Baskerville, Keith Van Den Broek 5/99
 Mr Squiggle Goes Skinnydipping 18 10m

Walk towards Coconuts Backpackers until it is visible, the
route is in the middle of a wall facing the resort, and follows the
obvious flake that stops at half height.
 Steve Baskerville, Keith Van Den Broek (TR) 5/99
There exist two other routes on the island.
 ** Crimson Tide 22/23 10m

Classic thin finger crack uphill on the RHS (facing the
ocean) of Alma Bay.
 Andrew Rule (one rest), Mark Gommers 6/95
 Me, Jason Shaw 10/99

The bouldering at Alma Bay is on the RHS (facing the
ocean) of the beach. The boulder next to the shelter has a swag of
good problems (don’t forget to check out the other boulders though).
Clockwise from the descent (closest point to the shelter) they are:
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  V0 The RHS of the smooth slab facing the ocean.
 Reeven V5 The middle of the smooth slab, tip pockets to a technical
dyno.
 Nice V0- The nice line up the LHS.
 Slap Happy V1 The diagonal line from sitstart on the next side
around.
 Slap Direct V1+ Up from the chunksome undercling to a two finger
pocket, a one finger pocket and jugs. Yay!
 Tang V3  The thin orange diagonal with a boulder to fall on.
 A Little Fervour V5 Sitstart on pockets and up, topout str up or pike
L (V4)
 AnotherV0

The boulder behind you when you’re facing Slap Happy has
a great mono problem and dyno from bottom jugs to the top.
King Arthur 13 13m

Twin cracks on the RHS rocks (looking out) at Arthur Bay.
Start up the LH crack, some nice moves till it blanks, then take the
RH one to a tree at the top. Rap off this.
 Lee Skidmore, Keith Van Den Broek 10/97
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These are the pages at the end with ‘Notes’ written at the top which
invariably get torn off to give some one an address, start a campfire,
or as a very unsatisfying toilet paper. (They are actually intended for
updates.)
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